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The short term effect of fire severity on arboreal mammals
Abstract
Fire severity and frequency is predicted to increase in Australia’s temperate forests over the remainder of
the 21st century. With Australia’s history of mass mammalian extinctions, and with 25% of arboreal
mammal species currently listed as threatened Australia wide, developing a greater understanding on the
effect of fire severity on mammals is essential for effective conservation management. Detectability of
arboreal mammals from popular survey techniques such as spotlighting is typically low, even for large
bodied arboreal mammals, i.e., greater gliders (Petauroides volans). Methods that deal with imperfect
detectability, typically perform better, and produce accurate estimates of species population size and
distributions. Distance sampling is a form of population size estimation that accounts for detectability as
a function of distance from a transect line. Occupancy modelling differs from distance sampling as it
accounts for detectability by calculating a species’ redetections in repeat visits to a site. In this thesis we
explored the short-term (< 1 year) effect of fire severity on forest dependant arboreal mammal species at
Monga National Park (MNP), NSW, using both occupancy modelling and distance sampling. We explored
this with two objectives, firstly using occupancy modelling and secondly through distance sampling
analysis. Three fire severity classes were investigated: low (canopy unburnt), moderate (partial canopy
burn) and high (complete canopy consumption). Five sites, visited on three separate occasions, were
surveyed within each severity class. To determine habitat preferences in arboreal mammal species,
additional site covariates were recorded at each site. Spotlighting on off-track transects at each site was
then completed over a four-week period. Objective one used occupancy modelling analysis to determine
the effect of fire severity, and other habitat covariates, on arboreal mammals, whilst closely examining the
effects on iii greater gliders and common brushtail possums (Trichosurus vulpecula). In general, fire
severity influenced arboreal mammal occupancy. Fire severity, elevation, and dominant tree species had
the largest influence on the occupancy of greater gliders, with occupancy highest in moderate fire severity
sites. Additionally, greater gliders showed habitat preferences to high elevation sites dominated by brown
barrel (Eucalyptus fastigata). Fire severity had a negligible effect on the occupancy of brushtail possums,
instead slope and elevation had the largest influence with brushtail possums showing a habitat
preference for steep sites in low elevations. Objective two used distance sampling to estimate the density
of greater gliders at differing fire severity classes, using the surveys mentioned above. A global density
estimates of 0.429 ha-1 (95% confidence interval (CI) 0.256-0.718 ha-1 ) was found, which varied
according to fire severity classes; low 0.747 ha-1 (95 % CI 0.344-1.621 ha-1 ), moderate 0.515 ha-1 (95 %
CI 0.285-0.932 ha-1 ), and high 0.071 ha-1 (95% CI 0.012-0.395 ha-1 ). The number of greater glider
observations were significantly (p<0.05) higher in low and moderate sites compared with high fire severity
sites. The availability of tree habitat hollows was highest in low sites, however, were significantly lower in
moderate severity sites. The key findings of this study indicate the importance of fire severity in
determining the occupancy of arboreal mammals within a year since wildfire. A particularly interesting
finding was the higher greater glider occupancy found in moderate severity sites, yet lower densities,
compared to low severity sites. This could be potentially due to the increased food resource availability,
as greater gliders prefer young new leaves that contain fewer secondary metabolites. This thesis
highlights the importance of collecting baseline data on post-fire response of arboreal mammal to
implement informed conservation management decisions.
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Abstract
Fire severity and frequency is predicted to increase in Australia’s temperate forests over the
remainder of the 21st century. With Australia’s history of mass mammalian extinctions, and
with 25% of arboreal mammal species currently listed as threatened Australia wide,
developing a greater understanding on the effect of fire severity on mammals is essential for
effective conservation management.
Detectability of arboreal mammals from popular survey techniques such as spotlighting is
typically low, even for large bodied arboreal mammals, i.e., greater gliders (Petauroides
volans). Methods that deal with imperfect detectability, typically perform better, and produce
accurate estimates of species population size and distributions. Distance sampling is a form of
population size estimation that accounts for detectability as a function of distance from a
transect line. Occupancy modelling differs from distance sampling as it accounts for
detectability by calculating a species’ redetections in repeat visits to a site. In this thesis we
explored the short-term (< 1 year) effect of fire severity on forest dependant arboreal
mammal species at Monga National Park (MNP), NSW, using both occupancy modelling and
distance sampling. We explored this with two objectives, firstly using occupancy modelling
and secondly through distance sampling analysis.
Three fire severity classes were investigated: low (canopy unburnt), moderate (partial canopy
burn) and high (complete canopy consumption). Five sites, visited on three separate
occasions, were surveyed within each severity class. To determine habitat preferences in
arboreal mammal species, additional site covariates were recorded at each site. Spotlighting
on off-track transects at each site was then completed over a four-week period.
Objective one used occupancy modelling analysis to determine the effect of fire severity, and
other habitat covariates, on arboreal mammals, whilst closely examining the effects on
ii

greater gliders and common brushtail possums (Trichosurus vulpecula). In general, fire
severity influenced arboreal mammal occupancy. Fire severity, elevation, and dominant tree
species had the largest influence on the occupancy of greater gliders, with occupancy highest
in moderate fire severity sites. Additionally, greater gliders showed habitat preferences to
high elevation sites dominated by brown barrel (Eucalyptus fastigata). Fire severity had a
negligible effect on the occupancy of brushtail possums, instead slope and elevation had the
largest influence with brushtail possums showing a habitat preference for steep sites in low
elevations.
Objective two used distance sampling to estimate the density of greater gliders at differing
fire severity classes, using the surveys mentioned above. A global density estimates of 0.429
ha-1 (95% confidence interval (CI) 0.256-0.718 ha-1) was found, which varied according to
fire severity classes; low 0.747 ha-1 (95 % CI 0.344-1.621 ha-1), moderate 0.515 ha-1 (95 % CI
0.285-0.932 ha-1), and high 0.071 ha-1 (95% CI 0.012-0.395 ha-1). The number of greater
glider observations were significantly (p<0.05) higher in low and moderate sites compared
with high fire severity sites. The availability of tree habitat hollows was highest in low sites,
however, were significantly lower in moderate severity sites.
The key findings of this study indicate the importance of fire severity in determining the
occupancy of arboreal mammals within a year since wildfire. A particularly interesting
finding was the higher greater glider occupancy found in moderate severity sites, yet lower
densities, compared to low severity sites. This could be potentially due to the increased food
resource availability, as greater gliders prefer young new leaves that contain fewer secondary
metabolites. This thesis highlights the importance of collecting baseline data on post-fire
response of arboreal mammal to implement informed conservation management decisions.
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Chapter 1:
Surveying and understanding arboreal mammals in post-fire
environments.
1.1 Introduction
Biodiversity loss is a leading threat to the structure and functioning of ecosystems globally
and is precisely the issue conservation biologists aim to address (Hooper et al. 2005; Johnson
et al. 2017; Lindenmayer et al. 2018). Successful conservation efforts are reliant on
maintaining current, relevant, and insightful estimates of population parameters, to apply
successful management strategies (Finlayson et al. 2010; Tilman et al. 2017; Emerson et al.
2019). Monitoring programs help to achieve this with populations regularly reassessed to
determine trends in population change and conservation status (MacKenzie et al. 2017;
Lindenmayer et al. 2018).
Such monitoring programs allow for insights into species’ response to threatening processes
(Lindenmayer and Hunter 2010), and can be used to document species’ declines, such as
monitoring the 71% decline in North Australian small mammal populations (Woinarski et al.
2010). The data generated, in turn, assists in the development of mitigation or recovery
strategies, and formal recovery plans, which are essential to species conservation
(Lindenmayer and Hunter 2010; Lindenmayer et al. 2018). Recognised threatened species
and populations are usually the focus of conservation research efforts because it is these
species, and populations, that are the most at-risk of extinction (Lindenmayer et al. 2011).
However, because of an ever-changing climate and potential for multiple stochastic
processes, there is growing concern that once-common species are susceptible to rapid
population declines (Lindenmayer et al. 2011). This concern is expressed by Lindenmayer et
al. (2011) for greater glider (Petauroides volans) populations that were once considered a
1

‘common’ species and now have a number of populations that are recognised as endangered
(e.g. greater glider populations at Seven Mile Beach National Park, NSW (NSW Scientific
Committee 2016).
Using methodology that provides accurate, reliable and repeatable estimates of population
size and distributions, is essential (Paul and Elscot 2010; Emerson et al. 2019). An overreliance on poor estimators of population size has led to ineffective management decisions
leading to species decline globally (Lindenmayer and Hunter 2010; Lindenmayer et al. 2011).
This can be seen in the overreliance on commercial catch data for northern cod (Gadus
morhua) stock (Shelton 2005), with biased underreporting from fisherman leading to no
changes in catch limits and subsequently major population declines. Developing methods to
provide accurate estimates of populations will potentially improve conservation management
and protect species from population decline into the future (Paul and Elscot 2010).
For Australian mammals, the list of threats is extensive, with Australia leading the world in
mammalian extinction rates over the last 200 years (Johnson 2006). Arboreal mammals are
no exception, with more than 25% of species listed from vulnerable to critically endangered
Australia wide (Zichy-Woinarski et al. 2014). Threats to these arboreal mammals include, but
are not limited to: habitat loss and fragmentation (Lindenmayer et al. 2000); predation from
invasive species, such as the red fox (Vulpes vulpes), feral cats (Felis catus), and the dog
(Canis familiaris) (McComb et al. 2019; Hradsky 2020); and wildfire events (Lunney et al.
2007; Hradsky 2020). The latter, wildfire, is of particular importance.
Fire frequency and severity in Australia’s temperate forests is predicted to increase over the
remained of the 21st century (Bradstock 2010), primarily as a consequence of increased
aridity and temperatures due to climate change (Dai 2011). Understanding how Australian
arboreal mammals respond to these wildfire events will help inform management actions that
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may alleviate population declines (Berry et al. 2015a). Large wildfires influence arboreal
mammal hollow availability (Eyre 2005), pose a direct threat to at-risk populations
(Lindenmayer and Possingham 1995), and alter habitats to increase predation (Lunney et al.
2007), reiterating the need for continued monitoring, particularly in post-fire habitats. In
terms of arboreal mammal post-fire responses, there is limited baseline data for most
Australian biomes and subsequent published literature.
The effects of increased fire severity was most recently seen with the 2019-2020 wildfire
season in eastern Australia being the largest wildfire since European settlement; an estimated
5.8 million hectare (ha) of temperate forests were burnt (Boer et al. 2020). The risk
associated with this extensive fire season is the potential for major population declines. Fire
severity is a particularly threatening aspect of major wildfires, as high severity fires lead to
high mortality in fire-sensitive arboreal mammal species (Lindenmayer et al. 2013). Given
the changes in climate and expected worsening of wildfire conditions, understanding the
effects of fire severity on Australian fauna is of utmost importance, especially because it
remains an understudied aspect of arboreal mammal ecology in Australia (only seven papers
published on this issue (Table 1.1)).
Understanding how Australian fauna respond to fire relies heavily on using the most
appropriate survey methods to provide robust estimates of populations. In this review, I will
examine the literature on arboreal mammals, providing an overview of the effect of fire on
these species and assess the methods used for surveying arboreal mammals.

3

1.2 The effects of fire on Australia’s arboreal mammals
1.2.1 Fire as a threat
Wildfire is a recognised threatening process for Australian fauna (Zichy-Woinarski et al.
2014). Wildfire can influence animal populations through direct mortality during or
immediately after the fire (Bradstock et al. 2002), particularly in slow-moving species such
as koalas (Phascolarctos cinereus) (Lunney et al. 2007). Fire can also remove important
habitat features (Eyre 2005), such as hollow-bearing tree availability (Banks et al. 2011) and
edible eucalypt foliage immediately after wildfire (Smith and Smith 2020). As a result, an
overall reduction in population size within burnt habitats is usually seen in many arboreal
mammal species (Lindenmayer et al. 2013; Chia et al. 2015; McLean et al. 2018). This was
recorded in greater glider populations in North-Eastern New South Wales (NSW) by McLean
et al. (2018) who found that as fire frequency increased, population sizes decreased.
Similarly, Chia et al. (2015) found higher abundances of greater gliders in unburnt gullies
compared with burnt ridgetops from a fire three years prior, highlighting the slow dispersal
rates of this species back into burnt sites.
Understanding the effect of fire on the availability of suitable habitat features, e.g. hollowbearing trees, is essential to improve fire management practices aimed at protecting arboreal
mammals and other hollow-dependant species (Treby et al. 2014). Many arboreal mammals
are hollow-dependant, using hollow cavities in trees during life-cycles for shelter and
fostering young. The presence of hollow-bearing trees in unburnt sites is positively correlated
to the abundance of almost all arboreal mammal species in South-Eastern Australia
(Lindenmayer et al. 2013). The removal of hollow-bearing trees may have an even greater
effect than direct mortality, as found in mountain brushtail possums (Trichosurus
cunninghami), after a landscape-scale wildfire in South-Eastern Australia (Banks et al. 2011).
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Radio-tagged mountain brushtail possums were trapped before and after the wildfire event,
with findings revealing no mortality of tagged individuals. Instead, an 80% reduction in
hollow-bearing trees in high severity burn sites led to mountain brushtail possums occupying
low severity sites with hollow-bearing trees still available (Banks et al. 2011). The number of
hollow-bearing trees can also be reduced by even moderate-severity burns (Lindenmayer et
al. 2016a), leading to the destruction of habitat features for large threatened arboreal
mammals including yellow-bellied gliders (Petaurus australis) (Eyre 2005). Hollow-bearing
trees are an essential habitat feature for hollow-dependant arboreal mammal survival and
persistence in an ecosystem after fire (Lindenmayer et al. 2016a).
In landscape-scale wildfires, low severity burn sites with an unburnt canopy can become
refuges for arboreal mammals (Banks et al. 2011). Refuges are typically characterised by
topographic features, areas such as sheltered gullies that tend to be wetter and are therefore
less likely to burn during wildfires (Mackey et al. 2002). Refuges are used by arboreal
mammals to increase chances of survival during and immediately after a fire event, whilst
also providing a refuge for old-growth hollow-bearing trees (Robinson et al. 2013; Berry et
al. 2015b).

1.2.2 Positive post-fire response
Fire may also have positive effects on fauna. The creation of a ‘fire mosaic’ can aid in
positive post-fire response in faunal species (Bradstock et al. 2005). This ‘fire mosaic’ refers
to the patchy burn that occurs as a wildfire passes through an area creating a fragmented or
patchy landscape (Bradstock et al. 2005). Patches are different vegetation age classes and
burn severity categories which form due to different levels of fire severity experienced across
a landscape (Bradstock et al. 2005). This heterogeneity in landscapes may provide fauna with
resources otherwise unavailable in the environment leading to increased habitat use in burnt
sites (Kelly et al. 2012). The movement behaviour of species within differing burn severity
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patches may also change. For example, GPS-tracked mountain brushtail possums were found
to spend longer searching in habitats burnt five years prior compared with unburnt habitats,
likely attributed to increased food availability for this generalist species (Berry et al. 2017).
Overall, species respond differently in both a spatial and temporal manner to different aspects
of fire (Kelly et al. 2012). Species may be more susceptible to fire-driven environmental
change, whilst others benefit from these changes.
Some arboreal mammals such as koalas, that are not hollow dependant, show successful
recolonisation in burnt areas. Successful rehabilitation of koalas into burnt sites highlights
their ability to respond after fire (Lunney et al. 2004). Koala’s have also shown a preference
to new growth eucalyptus leaves (epicormic shoots) indicating a resource incentive to reestablish resource-rich burnt areas after fires (Matthews et al. 2007). These findings highlight
the koala’s ability to re-establish in post-fire habitats.
Some hollow-dependant species, however, such as the threatened leadbeater’s possum
(Gymnobedlideus leadbeateri) and the sugar glider (Petaurus breviceps) show no reestablishment even three years after fire (Lindenmayer et al. 2013). Through the literature on
this topic, there is evidence to suggest that arboreal mammal species respond differently postfire (Matthews et al. 2007; Lindenmayer et al. 2013). There is a real need to assess changes
in arboreal mammal populations in post-fire habitats to understand which species can reestablish, and which species are most at risk from fire as a threatening process.

1.2.3 Fire management
The natural fire regime has changed primarily because fire management practices have been
driven by socio-political factors over the past 100 years (Morgan et al. 2020). Fire
management in Australia is tailored towards reducing adverse risk to human health and
mortality (Gill and Stephens 2009). However, modifying fire management practices to take
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into consideration species response and recovery can help in conserving at-risk populations,
e.g. slow-moving hollow-dependant species (Driscoll et al. 2010). Patch burning is a
prescribed burning technique whereby small areas of a landscape are burnt to reduce the risk
of large late-season wildfires (Radford et al. 2020). This technique can increase biodiversity
through changing habitat compositions and vegetation age classes, and has been shown to be
beneficial for maintaining species richness in bird species (Wills et al. 2020).
Prescribed burning, which uses low-intensity patch burning, has been found to reduce the
severity and extent of late-season wildfires in Northern Australia (Radford et al. 2020). This
study assessed the effect of a large-scale prescribed burning program on mammals finding
that abundances of large marsupials and small Dasyurids increased in patchy, low severity
burning practices. Creating a patch mosaic of burn severity and time since last burn results in
a heterogeneous landscape, such as different stages of vegetation succession, which provides
a greater range of habitats and resources across a landscape (Bradstock et al. 2005).
Understanding changes to arboreal mammal habitat use after fire is understudied, but it is
essential information for implementing management and rehabilitation programs post-fire.

1.3 Methods for surveying arboreal mammals
Making informed, practical, and effective environmental management decisions relies
heavily on current estimates of population abundances, density, occupancy, and species
richness (Tilman et al. 2017). A variety of surveying methods are used to collect data from
which these estimates can be made for Australian arboreal mammals; popular methods
include spotlighting (Catling et al. 1997), camera trapping (Meek et al. 2015a; Meek et al.
2015b), and thermography (Vinson et al. 2020b). The following section will review the
usefulness and practicality of each of these methods in providing accurate estimates to help
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inform management decisions whilst also critically evaluating the methods outlined in the
literature.

1.3.1 Spotlighting
Spotlighting has become the most widely used method of surveying arboreal mammals in
Australia, with most researchers and management practitioners making assessments based on
this methodology (Table 1.2). This method involves the use of hand-held torches to search
the canopy and locate animals along transect lines, with reflective eye shine of an animal
assisting in its sighting (Wayne et al. 2006b). Spotlighting, over the past 50 years, is regarded
as the most appropriate method for surveying arboreal mammals, and regularly shows its
continued usefulness compared with other sampling methods (Catling et al. 1997; Vinson et
al. 2020b).
Spotlighting is used to find a variety of nocturnal, arboreal species. Understanding which
species can be detected using spotlighting and how effective the method is for each species is
important. Larger glider species with highly reflective eyeshine, such as greater glider or
yellow-bellied glider, are readily detected through spotlighting (Catling et al. 1997). The
earliest publications of these large gliders being spotlighted in NSW, occurred in state
marsupial surveys from Marlow (1958) which detected the majority of arboreal mammals
species using spotlighting. Later research into greater glider ecology also used spotlighting
surveys (Smith 1969). Since the 1970’s onwards, spotlighting has become the standard
method for surveying arboreal mammals of all size classes (Davey 1990; Bennett et al. 1991;
Catling et al. 1997). Koalas can be detected more easily using spotlighting techniques
compared with other day-searching methods (Wilmott et al. 2019). Common possum species
are also readily detected using spotlighting, e.g. the common ringtail possum (Pseudocheirus
peregrinus) (Emerson et al. 2019), the common brushtail possum (Trichosurus vulpecula),
and the mountain brushtail possum (Berry et al. 2015a).
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Small cryptic arboreal mammals may be harder to detect because of size and lower level of
reflective eyeshine, e.g. inability to detect feathertail gliders (Acrobates pygmaeus) using
spotlighting (Ward 2000). These earlier findings for feathertail glider detectability by Ward
(2000) were disputed by Goldingay and Sharpe (2004a) who successfully detected feathertail
gliders by using slower-moving speeds whilst spotlighting. Other small arboreal mammals
can also be detected using spotlighting, including, eastern pygmy possum (Cercartetus
nanus), brush-tailed phascogale (Phascogale tapoatafa) (Bennett et al. 1991), and the squirrel
glider (Petaurus norfolcensis) (Goldingay and Sharpe 2004a). The likelihood of detecting
these species will be dependent on the speed of surveying; slower spotlight surveying speeds
will increase chances of detecting smaller arboreal mammals.
Many researchers have compared spotlighting to other surveying methods for arboreal
mammals (Davey 1990; Catling et al. 1997; Wayne et al. 2006b). For instance, Wilmott et al.
(2019) compared spotlighting to diurnal searches in detecting koalas' in south-west Sydney,
NSW. Diurnal searches were conducted at sites which spotlighting surveys were completed a
year earlier, findings revealed that spotlighting was three times more likely to detect koalas
than diurnal searches. Goldingay and Sharpe (2004b) compared the effectiveness of
spotlighting to camera trapping at detecting squirrel gliders. Camera trapping and spotlighting
surveys were carried out on the northern NSW coast, with spotlighting, and camera trapping
found to produce very similar rates of detectability, at an estimated 25% and 21%
detectability, respectively. Furthermore, data from 3-4 days of camera trapping could be
covered in just one spotlighting survey, indicating a reduction in survey effort using
spotlighting (Goldingay and Sharpe 2004b). These above papers reveal the usefulness of
spotlighting surveys as a method of assessing arboreal mammal populations, for both large
and small species.
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Spotlighting is also the most widely used method for surveying arboreal mammals in postfire habitats. The method has been used to compare the habitat use of arboreal mammals in
areas of differing fire histories and vegetation types by Lindenmayer et al. (2008). This study
used spotlighting surveys to produce detection and abundance estimates at sites. Findings
revealed that vegetation type had a greater effect on the occurrence of ringtail possums,
brushtail possums and greater gliders than time since fire. Spotlighting can also be used to
assess species response to differing levels of fire severity, as shown by Chia et al. (2015). A
unique stratified surveying method was used by these authors, whereby two spotlight
transects were completed in each site, one from an unburnt gully and the other from an
adjacent burnt slope. Results revealed that spotlighting detected greater gliders most readily
in unburnt habitats, with only 10% detected in severely burnt sites. Spotlighting, therefore,
has use in post-fire arboreal mammal surveys.
Like all surveying methods, spotlighting has its limitations, the most pressing of which is its
low detection probability. This issue is clearly discussed in Lindenmayer et al. (2001), where
spotlighting surveys were carried out on transects to locate radio-tracked greater gliders.
Many of the collared greater gliders were not redetected, with only a 21% detection rate. This
is a surprising result as the larger size, and highly reflective eyeshine should make the species
easier to spotlight (Davey 1990). Smaller arboreal mammals also have low detectability using
spotlighting, with an estimated 25% detection probability of squirrel gliders (Goldingay and
Sharpe 2004b). An overall misrepresentation of population size due to low detectability can
lead to poor management decisions (Jones et al. 2007). This presents a major flaw in basic
spotlighting designs that assume perfect detectability (Paul and Elscot 2010).
Although not discussed by the literature, another limitation of spotlighting is species
identification, identifying individuals in a population, and sexing individuals. As detections
can occur a great distances, there may be difficulty identifying between morphologically
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similar arboreal mammal species e.g., the greater glider and yellow-bellied glider, or the
sugar glider and squirrel glider. Although the issue is partly overcome with the use of
binoculars; observer skill and experience are important considerations when conducting
spotlighting surveys.
Given its ease of use and cost-efficiency, it is no wonder spotlighting is the most widely used
method of arboreal mammal surveying within Australia (Table 2.2). Although a case against
using spotlighting can be made due to its low detection rates (Lindenmayer et al. 2001).
These issues can mostly be overcome through careful survey design coupled with population
estimations that account for detectability (Buckland et al. 2001; Emerson et al. 2019).
Despite the usefulness of this method, other methods are emerging to try accommodating low
detection rates and reduce overall sampling effort, one of which is thermography (Vinson et
al. 2020b).

1.3.2 Thermography
Thermography is a novel and potentially powerful surveying method for all warm-bodied
organisms. An early study revealed that spotlighting detected only 53.8% of the animals
detected by thermal imaging for ground-based mammals (Focardi et al. 2001). Aerial thermal
imaging surveys for arboreal mammals was explored over two decades ago to survey
brushtail possums from low-flying drones (Dymond et al. 2000). More recently, Gonzalez et
al. (2016) adopted an aerial surveying method using a drone fitted with thermal imaging and
an artificial intelligence program capable of spotting wildlife. They focused a study on the
detectability of koalas in open remnant habitats on the Queensland south coast, finding that
using thermal imaging greatly assisted with locating koalas which were otherwise difficult to
spot by eye. Using thermal imaging as a method of wildlife surveys has come a long way,
however, there is much interest in understanding how it compares with other popular
surveying methods, especially for arboreal mammals.
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There are few studies assessing the use of thermal imaging compared to other methods in
determining the detectability of arboreal mammals within Australian eucalypt forests. Vinson
et al. (2020b) provides one of these comparative studies between spotlighting and the novel
use of thermal imagery cameras for assessing greater gliders abundances at the Seven Mile
Beach National Park, NSW. Findings revealed that there were significantly more arboreal
mammals found overall using thermal cameras compared with spotlighting. However, at a
species level, detection of greater gliders, brushtail, and ringtail possums was not
significantly different with results only showing a trend towards increased detection from
thermal cameras. This research highlights the potential usefulness and power of
thermography in arboreal mammal surveys; however, it also raises some important challenges
and limitations, as discussed below.
Despite its potential usefulness, all the research discussed draws attention to the limitations of
thermography, including the need for cold nights, expensive technology, difficulty
identifying and sexing species (Goodenough et al. 2018), and training requirements for use
(Jumail et al. 2020; Vinson et al. 2020b). Species identification is a key issue in
thermography as heat signatures may not show the detailed body shapes needed for clear
species-level identifications (Gonzalez et al. 2016; Jumail et al. 2020). It is often common
during nocturnal arboreal mammal surveys that spotlighting is needed to identify species after
detected using thermography (Vinson et al. 2020b).

1.3.3 Camera traps
Camera trapping as a scientific tool initially appeared in Australia in the 1950s as an attempt
to redetect the extinct thylacine (Thylacinus cynocephalus) (Meek et al. 2015b). Between the
1950s and 2000s, however, there had been very little mention of camera trapping in published
literature (Meek et al. 2015b). That was not until 2010 onward where the usage of the method
for surveying Australian wildlife saw an exponential increase, e.g. small mammal surveys
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(De Bondi et al. 2010) and threatened leadbeater’s possum monitoring (Harley et al. 2014).
This is in line with improvements in technology, allowing for higher-resolution images
(Meek et al. 2015b). The use of camera trapping as a means of surveying Australian wildlife
has continued to grow with great potential to provide accurate and insightful estimates on
community indices (Meek et al. 2015a; Meek et al. 2015b).
A major strength of camera trapping is the ability to observe small and cryptic arboreal
mammals within the canopy which may otherwise be missed using other surveying methods
(Bowler et al. 2017). Including cryptic species in surveys creates a more holistic
understanding of community assemblages and species richness whilst sampling. It is,
therefore, an invaluable component of wildlife surveys (Tobler et al. 2008). Camera trapping
was found to be more useful than nest boxes and other physical trapping methods for
detecting small arboreal mammals in Victoria (Scida and Gration 2018). Camera trapping
produced the highest rates of detection for brush-tailed phascogale compared to the other two
methods, with an overall reduction in labour-costs. The authors, however, did not include
surveying methods such as spotlighting in their comparison, which has also been found to
detect brush-tailed phascogales (Bennett et al. 1991).
The literature search found no Australian studies using camera traps to study arboreal
mammals under post-fire conditions (Table 2.1). However, a study of ground-dwelling
mammals shows the use of camera traps in surveying species response to low-severity
burning (McHugh et al. 2020). Camera trap data recorded no change in either small
macropods or predators after low severity fires, concluding that refuges allow for species
survival and re-establishment in burnt patches. Camera trapping is useful in determining
species presence at sites (Harley et al. 2014), and therefore may be useful in modelling postfire occupancy. Camera trapping was used to determine occupancy in North Australian
mammals based on a series of environmental conditions, including aspects of the fire regime
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(Einoder et al. 2018). The detectability levels of mammals were compared with spotlighting
and Elliot trapping by Einoder et al. (2018). Findings revealed the highest level of
detectability was associated with camera trapping, with fire frequency found to have a
significant effect on species distribution.
Like spotlighting and thermography, a limitation of camera trapping involves potential
misidentification of species leading to biased community estimates, such as species richness.
This issue was explored for ground-dwelling mammals by Potter et al. (2019), who used
volunteer surveys to obtain identification success data. Species with unique, distinctive
features were much more likely to be successfully identified than species which lack distinct
morphological features. This brings forward the issue of human error and observer ability in
correctly identifying species from camera traps. Gracanin et al. (2019) provides a novel
method to overcome species identification using baited camera traps located inside a PVC
pipe, coined "the selfie trap". These selfie traps take high-resolution videos of species which
enter the pipe to feed on bait, whereby morphological features can be used to identify
individuals. Traps are placed 2 m from the ground and left to record for 10-30 days, and
resulting videos are then defined as target or non-target images based on their usefulness in
identifying sugar glider individuals, e.g., clarity of unique head-stripe patterning. They found
that over five traps a total of 225 video recordings contained sugar gliders, with 61% of those
videos defined as target images. This finding highlights the promising potential of selfie traps
in non-invasive arboreal mammal monitoring program, acting as a useful alternative to
spotlighting or thermography for smaller arboreal species.
Camera trapping therefore provides a useful tool for assessing and monitoring wildlife
populations. Although this tool is applicable in surveying programs for arboreal mammals,
this may require extensive tree climbing to reach the canopy, leading to increases in labour
costs and effort. A Camera trapping method, such as the selfie trap Gracanin et al. (2019)
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which does not require climbing, and will still provide an assessment of small arboreal
mammals possibly missed by other sampling methods, e.g. spotlighting, will be a strong
addition to integrated surveying programs.

1.4 Survey design
Factors including, transect placement, sample size, repeat visits, and surveying speed are all
important considerations when conducting arboreal mammal surveys and associated data
analysis (Buckland et al. 2001; MacKenzie et al. 2017). Based on the findings of this review,
the best survey procedures for conducting arboreal mammal surveys from line transects is
discussed.
To achieve representative population estimates, it is recommended that line transect
placement be randomised across the study area, or within specific study sites (Buckland et al.
2001). If randomisation for samples is not achieved, then sampling may occur in areas of
density not representative of overall densities leading to biased and imprecise population
estimates. Placing transects at sites which may be easier to survey, e.g. tracks and roads,
removes this random variable (Emerson et al. 2019). This is because sites were tracks and
roads are present usually have some environmental factors making them ideal for roads,
usually occurring on ridgetops or flat areas (Emerson et al. 2019). For this reason, off-track
transects are considered superior when conducting arboreal mammal surveys.
Another important consideration is sample effort, referring to the number and length of
transects needed for adequate statistical power. The number of transect lines, and their
respective lengths, depends on the unique characteristics of the study area (Buckland et al.
2010). The NSW survey guidelines for spotlighting arboreal mammals recommends a
transect distance of 1000 meters (m) per 5 ha area (Department of Sustainability,
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Environment, Water, Population, and Communities, 2011). A minimum of 10 lines are
recommended for population estimates of primates in tropical forests (Buckland et al. 2010).
This level of replication is important for precise estimates and to ensure that, by random
chance, sampling does not only occur in areas of atypical densities.
A final consideration is the time taken and moving speed for transect surveys; this should be
kept constant at all sites to ensure effort remains constant (Ward 2000), or included as a
covariate in data analysis. It is necessary, based on the specific study, to weigh up the impacts
of moving speed. Slower moving speeds over smaller distances will result in increased
detectability, whereas faster moving speeds can cover greater distances. A slower moving
speed is recommended when searching for small arboreal mammals such as the feathertail
glider (Ward 2000; Goldingay and Sharpe 2004a). It is also important to consider arboreal
mammals moving away from the surveyor, hence taking too long may allow species to hide
and underestimations will be made (Wayne et al. 2006a). Considering these factors is
essential in designing robust surveying programs.
Post-fire studies usually focus on the effects of different components of the fire regime, e.g.
fire severity (Chia et al. 2015), and fire history (van der Ree and Loyn 2002). Given the
spatial variability of fire severity and fire history (Bradstock 2009), experiments must take
into consideration this landscape heterogeneity. For example, studies such as Chia et al.
(2015) which aim to determine changes in arboreal mammal populations based on fire
severities allocated sites within different fire severity classes. Fire severity patches are
commonly fine-scale (Oliveira et al. 2015), and areas of high severity burns can neighbour
unburnt patches. Due to this, sites chosen in post-fire studies are contained spatially by the
fire variable measured and are likely smaller than sites in continuous non-burnt conditions. In
this sense, sites are placed across a large landscape based on pre-determined fire regime
variables; hence sites are not completely random. This may already result in a different
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experimental design being chosen under post-fire conditions compared with non-fire related
conditions. Furthermore, the variables which determine fire severity and history, including
vegetation type (Kumar et al. 2008), are often the same variables determining arboreal
mammal populations (Lindenmayer et al. 2008). This highlights the issue of confounding
results as a combination of factors likely determine density and distributions of arboreal
mammals, assessing collinearity becomes essential in these types of studies. Given this, a
larger number of variables must be included in the design, and more replicates within
treatment groups are needed when compared to non-fire related surveys.

1.5 Statistical methods to estimate arboreal mammal populations
Data produced from well-designed surveys and sampling methodologies can be scaled up to
provide landscape level estimates of abundance and distributions. Generating estimates of
arboreal mammal populations requires modelling to overcome potential issues in
detectability. Two key modelling methods for estimating populations of arboreal mammals
from transect line surveys are discussed in this section.

1.5.1 Abundance estimates
Transect sampling uses counts of an organism’s presence along a transect line (Harding and
Gomez 2006), from these counts, estimates of abundance within a defined area can be made.
Transect sampling can use either a plotted method of strip-width, whereby counts are made
within a predefined distance from the transect, or a plotless method of line-transect distance
sampling (Buckland et al. 2001). Distance sampling uses perpendicular distances from the
transect as a means of accounting for detectability, or non-detectability of animals. It assumes
that not all animals within the study site will be detected on a single line transect, and that
detectability will decrease with increased distances from the transect (Anderson et al. 1993).
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Distance sampling than produces a detection function which is used to estimate abundance
(Buckland et al. 2001). It differs from strip-width transects which assume that all animals
within the strip will be located, with these sampled population estimates being extrapolated to
total population size in an area (Figure 1.1.).

Strip-width

Distance sampling

Figure 1.1. Theoretical representation of distance sampling and strip-width sampling. The black dotted lines
show 250 m transects with blue dots representing individuals in a population. In the strip-width transect, the
grey shaded area represents a 50 m strip-width whereby 100% detectability is assumed. The distance
sampling transect shows the real detectability of individuals, with blue arrows representing detected
individuals at given distances from the transect line.

Both distance sampling and strip-width sampling can provide robust estimates based on the
habitats and species they are used on. Distance sampling is not a superior method for
surveying highly visible mammals that occur in large densities and groups, e.g. large
herbivore herds in the African savannah (Ogutu et al. 2006). Likewise, in dense rainforest
surveys for arboreal mammals, strip-widths of 10 m are often used due to low levels of
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detectability past these distances (Kanowski et al. 2001; Kanowski et al. 2008). Justification
for the use of strip-widths instead of distance sampling is usually necessary and is dependent
on habitat features.
The practicality of distance sampling is shown through the reduction in searching effort
required, in comparison with strip-width transects for koala abundance estimates (Dique et al.
2003). Distance sampling can cover a larger area then strip-widths by recording detections to
an unrestricted distance whilst accounting for the low detectability at greater distances,
therefore reducing the amount of search effort required. Although both methods can provide
similar estimates of abundance (usually underestimations in strip-widths), it is the increase in
precision and the reduction in sampling effort that makes distance sampling the most
appropriate method to survey arboreal mammals (Finlayson et al. 2010; Paul and Elscot
2010; Emerson et al. 2019).
Several studies have compared the use of distance sampling to other methods and found
much more robust estimates of abundance and density. For example, Paul and Elscot (2010)
used distance sampling to estimate the population size of the western ringtail possum
(Pseudocheirus occidentalis) at two sites near Busselton, WA. These authors then compared
findings with earlier estimates in the same site, made by Jones et al. (2007) based off stripwidth surveys. Results indicated that the prior research greatly underestimated the number of
individuals present compared with distance sampling estimates, this underestimation is due to
not accounting for detectability in strip-widths. This highlights the dangers of using outdated
forms of surveying methods over more recent and repeatable methods, especially as it may
lead to incorrect management decisions.
Emerson et al. (2019) provides a detailed comparison of the use of conventional distance
sampling with strip transects in terms of the density estimates for both the greater glider and
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common ringtail possum in tall eucalypt forests. Results revealed that, for greater gliders,
conventional distance sampling and a 40 m strip-width provided similar density levels,
however with larger variance. These findings also complement the earlier work of Finlayson
et al. (2010) who compared the use of distance sampling to strip-transects and found a
reduction in the variability of abundance estimates for western ringtail possums using
distance sampling. It appears that if spotlighting were to be used as a survey method for
larger arboreal mammals, a conventional distance sampling approach, or a large strip-width
(<40 m) should be adopted to reduce variability and give a comparable density estimate
(Emerson et al. 2019).
It is also important to understand the assumptions and some limitations of distance sampling.
The key assumptions of distance sampling include: 1) objects on the transect line are detected
with certainty, 2) objects do not move in response to the observer and, 3) distance
measurements are made without error (Thomas et al. 2010). Ensuring these assumptions are
met is essential in subsequent data analysis (Buckland et al. 2001). A limitation of distance
sampling is that it requires a reasonably large number of detections to adequately produce a
detection function and it is recommended that >60 sightings be made for successful data
analysis (Anderson et al. 1993). This is a major limitation when attempting to estimate
densities from specific transects, instead, the method performs better when estimating density
over a larger area or within a particular habitat type (Buckland et al. 2001). Despite potential
issues in overcoming assumptions, this method is indeed the most appropriate method for
determining arboreal mammal population estimates in sclerophyll habitats.

1.5.2 Occupancy modelling
Over the past three decades, the use of occupancy modelling for surveying wildlife has
increased in popularity (Hanski 1994; MacKenzie et al. 2002; Bowler et al. 2017). The
method uses binary presence or absence readings for species at a given site, to determine a
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species occupancy. Species occupancy refers simply to whether a species is present in a
defined area or absent (MacKenzie et al. 2002). The method uses repeat visits to a particular
site to determine the rate of redetections in a closed population, similarly to mark-recapture
methods (MacKenzie et al. 2017). The ‘closure assumption’ of occupancy models refers to
the assumption that if a species is detected at a site during one of the repeat visits, the site is
occupied, therefore any future non-detections at the site are a result of ‘false absences’ due to
sampling error and species detectability (Bailey et al. 2004; Rota et al. 2009). Accounting for
these ‘false absences’ is how occupancy models tackle the issue of detectability associated
with survey techniques (MacKenzie et al. 2002). A survey design using occupancy
modelling, which accounts for imperfect detectability, will produce accurate estimates of a
species distributions and habitat preferences (Wintle et al. 2005).
Despite its practicality in mapping species distributions, occupancy modelling does have
limitations. The most important limitation is the requirement of repeat visits to the same site,
hence increasing the amount of survey effort needed (MacKenzie et al. 2002; MacKenzie et
al. 2017). This is because a single visits non-detection does not imply a species is absent from
a site; it may have been missed purely by random chance based on species detectability
(MacKenzie et al. 2002). Furthermore, detection probabilities may vary from site to site;
therefore estimating detection probabilities from pilot studies will assist in occupancy
modelling success (Wintle et al. 2005). The key assumptions of simple occupancy models
are: 1) closed habitats, as in species are always present in the area or they are never present;
2) use of appropriate methods to detect species; 3) species are never falsely detected when
absent; 4) detection of a species at a site is assumed to be independent of detecting species at
other sites; 5) results are recorded as ones and zeros (MacKenzie et al. 2017). Despite the
need for repeat visits and satisfying assumptions, occupancy modelling provides a simple and
reliable method for monitoring wildlife.
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Occupancy modelling has been used widely to make assessments of arboreal wildlife
distribution around the world (Peterman et al. 2013; Stiffler et al. 2018). For instance, multispecies occupancy modelling from camera trapping data has been used to show species
richness of arboreal mammals increases with increasing distance from settlements in Peru
(Bowler et al. 2017). Occupancy modelling has also been used in Australia to successfully
map the decline in two arboreal marsupials, common brushtail possum and the savanna glider
(Petaurus ariel), since 1993 in the Northern Territory (Stobo-Wilson et al. 2019). Occupancy
modelling is, therefore, a practical method of quantifying changes to arboreal mammal
distributions.
Determining species occupancy is particularly important in understanding how disturbances
can alter mammal communities. Assessing occupancy of mammal assemblages in post-fire
habitats was completed by Chia et al. (2016). This study tested the effects of differing levels
of fire severity on the occupancy of mammals in south-east Australia using camera traps.
Occupancy modelling showed differences in mammal assemblages at different fire severity
classes. Understory dependant species such as the bush rat (Rattus fuscipes) and long-nose
bandicoot (Perameles nasuta) occupied high burn sites, likely due to the levels of vegetation
regeneration. Whereas the mountain brushtail possum, showed lower recording rate at high
severity sites. This study gives a clear indication of the practicality of occupancy modelling
in assessing changes to mammal assemblages after disturbances.
Occupancy modelling can also be used to determine which habitat parameters play the largest
role in determining species distributions through model comparisons. This method is adopted
by Vanek et al. (2021) who used the method to compare importance of anthropogenic factors
on the occupancy of cats in Great Lakes, USA. Occupancy model comparisons use Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC), to rank which model explains the largest amount of model
variance (Burham and Anderson 2002). Habitat preferences of yellow-bellied gliders in the
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Central Victorian Highlands was assessed using an occupancy modelling approach by
Lindenmayer et al. (1999) to highlight the importance of aspect, slope and forest age on
occupancy rates.
The only study on Australian arboreal mammals habitat preferences after wildfire was
Lindenmayer et al. (2008) who used count data to model the importance of fire severity and
frequency on brushtail possums and greater gliders four years after wildfire. The issue with
the above study, however, was that detectability was not accounted for during spotlight
surveys. Given this, no study has assessed the relative importance of wildfire, and other
environmental variables, on arboreal mammals within a year since wildfire using the best
available statistical technique, occupancy modelling.

1.6 Methods used in post-fire studies
The published literature regarding Australian arboreal mammals and fire (13 studies in total)
focuses on a variety of fire regime aspects, including: fire severity, history, refuges,
prescribed burning practices, and wildfires (Table 1.1). Of these published accounts the focus
species are usually medium to large-sized arboreal mammals including greater gliders,
koalas, mountain brushtail possums, common brushtail possums, and common ringtail
possums. Fewer studies focus on smaller arboreal mammals such as; sugar gliders,
leadbeater’s possums, and eastern pygmy possums. This trend may have to do with the
detectability of these smaller species (Ward 2000), and hence difficulty in recording adequate
population sizes for data analysis.
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Table 1.1. Published post-fire studies (n=13) on Australian arboreal mammals and the methods used. Search conducted using keywords "arboreal mammals", "fire" and
"Australia". Post-fire variable refers to the aspect of the fire regime that the study primarily focused on, with those studies focusing on fire severity distinguished by dark
grey shading. Furthermore, measured biotic response refers to which population factor the study measured. Distance sampling and occupancy modelling use (Yes (Y) /
No (N)) refers to the mention of distance sampling or occupancy modelling in methods for estimating abundance/presence, N/A refers to studies not estimating
abundances/presence from transects.
reference

focus species

Post-fire variable

Measured biotic

sampling method

distance

Occupancy

sampling

modelling

GPS tracking

N/A

N/A

Spotlighting

N

N/A

Stagwatching

N/A

N

N

N

response
Berry et al. (2017)
Berry et al. (2015a)

Lindenmayer et al. (2013)

(Lindenmayer et al. 2008)
Tulloch and Dickman
(2007)
Lindenmayer et al. (2016b)

Mountain brushtail possum
Greater glider and mountain brushtail
possum
Greater glider, sugar glider, mountain
brushtail possum, and leadbeater's possum

Fire severity
Fire severity

Fire severity

Common brushtail possums, greater gliders

Fire severity

Eastern pygmy possum

Fire severity

Sugar glider, common ringtail possum,
common brushtail, and greater gliders

Fire severity and history

movements
Abundance
(counts)
Presence and
abundance (counts)
Presence and

Spotlighting and

abundance (counts)

trapping

Movements

Trapping

N/A

N/A

Spotlighting

N

N

Species richness and
abundance

Chia et al. (2015)

Greater glider

Fire severity and history

Abundance (counts)

spotlighting

N

N/A

Dawson et al. (2007)

Common brushtail possum

Fire refuges

Abundance (counts)

Spotlighting

N

N/A

Banks et al. (2011)

Mountain brushtail possum

Fire refuges

Movements

GPS tracking

N/A

N/A

van der Ree and Loyn

Greater glider, mountain brushtail possum,

(2002)

and leadbeater's possum

Fire history

Abundance (counts)

N

N/A

McLean et al. (2018)

Greater gliders

Fire history

Abundance (counts)

Spotlighting

N

N/A

Isaac et al. (2008)

Common brushtail possum

Prescribed burning

Detections

Trapping

N/A

N

Lunney et al. (2007)

Koalas

Wildfire and prescribed

Population viability

Population viability

burning

(modelling)

analysis

N/A

N/A

Spotlighting and
Stagwatching
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A key trend in the studies of arboreal mammal post-fire is a lack of robust sampling methods in
their experimental design (Paul and Elscot 2010). Spotlighting is the most common survey method,
however there are issues in the use of this method, such as detectability and transect bias (discussed
in section: 1.4 - survey design). Of all the studies assessed, none account for detectability of
arboreal mammals using the statistical methods of occupancy modelling and distance sampling.
Distance sampling presents the most robust method for density estimation (Buckland et al. 2001;
Emerson et al. 2019) (further detail on this method is discussed in section: 1.5.1 - abundance
estimates). Most studies abundance estimates came from direct counts per transect surveyed, such
as the greater glider estimates from NSW by McLean et al. (2018). Using abundance indices from
direct counts, in studies that estimate changes in abundances based on post-fire variables such as
fire severity, does not adequately show the real population change. These estimates are more likely
an underestimation as they do not take into consideration detectability (Paul and Elscot 2010;
Emerson et al. 2019). Hence, the effect of differing levels of fire severity on abundance of arboreal
mammals has not been assessed using best practice methods (i.e., methods which account for
species detectability). Until best practice is employed to assess the impact of variable fire severity
(and other fire regime components), the likely population response of arboreal mammals to future
fire regimes remains uncertain (Bradstock 2010). In addition, there has been little study overall, as
only 13 studies have investigated arboreal mammals in post-fire environments. Thus, it is highly
important that further investigations into arboreal mammal fire ecology are made.

1.7 Conclusion
The unprecedented scale and severity of the 2019-2020 wildfires pose a major threat to Australia’s
arboreal mammal populations, producing accurate baseline estimates of populations after this major
disturbance is fundamentally important. A thorough review of the literature indicates that
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detectability is an issue in all forms of arboreal mammal surveys, statistical methods that account
for detectability will likely produce robust estimates of population size and distributions. This
review shows that the use of distance sampling greatly improves the accuracy of abundance
estimates by accounting for species detectability. Furthermore, occupancy modelling is another
important analysis component of a successful surveying program in determine species habitat
preferences and distributions after wildfire events. Developing a greater understanding of the effects
of fire severity on arboreal mammal populations will be essential into the future. This is because
landscape-scale wildfires will continue to pose a direct threat to arboreal mammals and their
habitats.
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1.8 Thesis aims
The overall aim of this thesis was to provide an accurate estimate of arboreal mammal populations
within a year after a large-scale wildfire in Monga National Park (MNP). To address this aim, the
following objectives were investigated:
Determine occupancy for arboreal mammals (Chapter 3):
3.1 Assess the effects of fire severity on arboreal mammal occupancy and habitat use within a year
since wildfire;
3.2 determine which habitat parameters play the greatest role in arboreal mammal occupancy; and
3.3 investigate occupancy patterns at a finer species-scale, in greater gliders and brushtail possums,
using occupancy modelling and estimation.

Investigate the density of greater gliders in MNP within a year since wildfire (chapter 4):
4.1 Investigate the density of greater gliders;
4.2 compare the densities of greater gliders from different fire severity classes (low, moderate, and
high); and
4.3 report on the availability of essential habitat hollows at different levels of fire severity in MNP.
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Chapter 2:
General methods
2.1 Study area
This study was conducted in MNP (35'39'47'S 149'58'16 E) and a contiguous patch of forest
adjacent to the Budawang National Park in the Southern Tablelands of NSW. MNP is situated 230
km south-west of Sydney (Figure 2.1). It has an area of 25, 144 ha extending across the Great
Dividing Range south of Clyde Mountain, with an elevation range from 160 m - 1070 m.
Vegetation is dominated by wet and dry sclerophyll forests of eucalyptus stands including brown
barrel (Eucalyptus fastigata), ribbon gum (Eucalyptus viminalis), monkey gum (Eucalpytus
cypellocarpa) and white ash (Eucalptus fraxinoides), interspersed with rainforest patches of
plumwood (Eucryphia moorei), rough tree fern (Cyathea australis) and soft tree fern (Antartica
dicksonia). MNP is an important biodiversity hotspot, with relict Gondwanan forest, and is one of
the few unique biomes left in that part of NSW.

2.2 Expected arboreal mammal species
Prior to undertaking fieldwork, the species records for MNP were investigated using NSW BioNet
data to give an indication of arboreal mammals likely to be encountered. Arboreal mammal species
from all BioNet records in MNP included: Koalas, Yellow-Bellied Gliders, Sugar Gliders, Greater
Gliders, Common Ringtail Possums, Common Brushtail Possums, and Feathertail Gliders.
Although spotlighting biases detections towards larger bodied arboreal mammals (Catling et al.
1997), the method is still capable of detecting smaller cryptic species, e.g. feathertail gliders
(Goldingay and Sharpe 2004a). Given this, spotlighting was the chosen method to efficiently survey
all expected arboreal mammals in MNP.
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Figure 2.1 Study area, Monga National Park, located in south-eastern New South Wales, Australia.
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2.3 Fire history
Fire history in MNP was investigated using SEED maps from fire history datasets (Department of
Planning, Industry and Environment, 2020c). The number of fires a site experienced since 1980 was
used including prescribed burning and wildfires. Three large-scale wildfires have recently impacted
MNP including a major wildfire in southern MNP in 2002-2003. More recently, and of particular
concern, was the high severity Clyde Mountain and Currowan wildfires from the 2019-2020 season
which burnt the entirety of MNP.

2.4 Fire severity classification
From the 26th of November 2019 to 9th of February 2020, the large-scale Clyde Mountain and
Currowan wildfires burnt from west to east MNP, leading to a mosaic of differing fire severities
experienced over the park (Figure 2.2). Fire severity classification was grouped into three discrete
classes based on Fire Extent Severity Mapping (FESMv2.1) data layers and the level of canopy
burn (Department of Planning, Environment, and Industry 2020a). The three classes were: low
(canopy unburnt/minor understory burning); moderate (canopy partially burnt/understory burnt);
and high (canopy completely consumed). Fire Extent and Severity Mapping (FESM) layers contain
five different fire severities: unburnt; low; moderate; high; and extreme. These five FESM classes
were pooled into the three treatment classes with low sites containing unburnt to low severities,
moderate sites containing only moderate severities, and high sites containing high to extreme burn
severities. Pooling of FESM classes was considered necessary to increase the level of replication
within each class, ease of classifying sites during ground truthing, and because no adequate unburnt
sites were located. Ground-truthing was completed throughout MNP to ensure FESM layers
accurately assigned the fire severity classes witnessed in the field at the time of surveys.
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2.5 Survey Design
Site selection was made by locating fire severity classes using the pooled FESM data, then groundtruthing through field validation. Site ground-truthing involved walking transect lines and
confirming the level of canopy burn was kept constant as far as visibly possible. Ground truthing
ensured all sightings were made within the chosen fire severity class and not from nearby patches of
differing severity. Fifteen sites were chosen in total with five replicates in each class (3 × 5) to
ensure adequate levels of replication for both occupancy models and greater glider density estimates
(Buckland et al. 2001; MacKenzie et al. 2017). Sites were placed an average distance of 2200 m
from an adjacent site (maximum distance = 3500 m, minimum distance = 1500 m), being a greater
distance than all studied arboreal mammals home ranges. Within each site, two straight-line
transects were defined. Each transect was 250 m long and placed a minimum distance of 150 m
apart to avoid repeat sightings from adjacent transects and to ensure independence of observations
(Emerson et al. 2019). All transects were mapped out during daylight hours using reflective
flagging tape to aid in subsequent night-time navigation and accessibility for arboreal mammal
surveys.
All transects were placed off-track; this ensured transect lines were placed without the inherent
biases associated with surveying arboreal mammals along tracks and roads (Emerson et al. 2019).
Transects were therefore inclusive of a variety of topographic regions including ridgetops, midslopes, and gullies, and more representative of the entirety of landscape features found in MNP and
experienced by arboreal mammals. Consequently, this would allow for a greater range of arboreal
mammals to be detected. Furthermore, off-track was recommended for distance sampling by
Buckland et al. (2001) to ensure that detections at 0 m be recorded at 100% certainty, whereby
transects along roads would inevitably lead to very few detections at 0 m.
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P1
BTC21

BTC24
BTC16
BTC25

BTC20

BTC06

P5
CM20
BTC11

BTC17
BTC37

BTC40
BTC13
37v
BTC35
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Moderate
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Figure 2.2. Map of study sites across Monga National Park showing fire severity extent mapping (FESMv2.1) layers from the 2019-2020 Currowan and
Clyde mountain wildfires (Department of Planning, Environment, and Industry 2020a). Different coloured boxes represent sites in discrete fire severity
classes with site names directly to the left of squares; all sites are randomly placed off-track based on FESM data and ground-truthing.
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2.6 Arboreal mammal surveys
Spotlighting was completed along transects from the 28th of September to the 4th of November 2020
to determine the occupancy of arboreal mammals and estimate greater gliders densities. Three
repeat visits were made to each transect, leading to a total of 90 transect surveys over the one-month
period. Three repeat visits, which occurred on average 9 days apart (maximum = 17, minimum = 5),
were chosen for occupancy modelling analysis based on a presumed conservative detection
probability of 50 % for all studied arboreal mammals (MacKenzie et al. 2017). Surveys were
conducted on nights with suitable conditions (i.e., fine to partly cloudy nights); nights with heavy
wind, rain or fog were avoided as arboreal mammals are less likely to be detected during these
conditions (Davey 1990; Laurance 1990; Wintle et al. 2005).
Spotlight surveys involved two observers walking transects at a speed of 12 m/minute, with an
average of 80 minutes spent at a site per night based on time spent walking on, and between,
transects (Emerson et al. 2019). Surveys commenced ˜10 minutes after last light, to coincide with
the time when nocturnal arboreal mammals become active (Davey 1990). Each observer made
thorough independent searches of the canopy, midstory and understory from the transect line to an
unrestricted distance (Crowther et al. 2020). Furthermore, to ensure the distance sampling
assumption of 100% detectability at 0 m from the transect line, each observer thoroughly searched
the transect line (Buckland et al. 2001; Thomas et al. 2010). Observers were equipped with Led
Lenser H7R Work headlamps (Solingen, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) (1000 lumen and 250
m visual line of sight) to spot and identify arboreal mammals, with observations confirmed by both
observers to ensure correct species identification and to avoid repeat counts.
Arboreal mammal species were carefully identified based on visible morphology and behaviour.
Greater gliders were easily identified from other arboreal mammals based on their unique
morphology, bright eye-shine, and tendency to stare in the direction of the observer when detected
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(Lindenmayer et al. 2001; Wintle et al. 2005). The exact perpendicular distance of each sighting
from the transect line was recorded using a Nikon Forestry Pro 2 Laser Rangefinder (Nikon, Tokyo,
Japan), and GPS location recorded using the IOS app AVENZA MAPS (v 3.7). Detection histories
were recorded for each species based on each transect visit for occupancy analysis, consisting of the
presence (1) or absence (0) of whether a species was detected at a transect (MacKenzie et al. 2002).
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Chapter 3:
Habitat preferences for arboreal mammals in a post-fire
habitat, a focus on fire severity
3.1 Introduction
Wildfire events have adverse effects on Australia's forest dependant arboreal mammals by altering
the availability and distribution of suitable habitat (Eyre 2005), threatening already at-risk
populations with further declines (Lindenmayer and Possingham 1995; Lindenmayer et al. 2013),
direct mortality (Bradstock et al. 2002), and altering habitat structure to increase predation rates
from invasive species (Lunney et al. 2007). Heterogeneity in burn severity across a landscape can
occur during large-scale wildfires due to habitat patches of different moisture content, vegetation
types, and varying topography burning at different temperatures (Bradstock et al. 2005). The spatial
effect of such heterogeneity results in different levels of fire severity prevailing across a landscape
and thus allowing for potential fire habitat refuges to develop (Bradstock et al. 2005). It is from fire
refuges, areas which are unburnt or have experienced low severity burns, that species can survive
and recruit from into areas that experienced moderate to high severity fire where species are no
longer found (Berry et al. 2015a; Berry et al. 2017).
Differences in fire severity play a major role in determining post-fire survivorship and habitat use
for arboreal mammals (Banks et al. 2011). This was investigated by Chia et al. (2015) who assessed
changes in arboreal mammal populations, finding a negative correlation between arboreal mammal
abundances and increasing fire severity. These trends are likely attributed to increased mortality and
decreased resource availability at severely burnt sites (Lindenmayer et al. 2013; Chia et al. 2015).
On the contrary, Banks et al. (2011) found that the 2009 Black Saturday fire in Victoria led to no
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mortality in 13 radio-tracked mountain brushtail possums. Instead, the authors attributed a reduction
in possum abundances in high severity sites, to an 80% reduction in hollow-bearing trees, a critical
habitat feature for many arboreal mammals (Lindenmayer et al. 1990). Ultimately, fire is a
recognised threat to Australian arboreal mammals (Zichy-Woinarski et al. 2014). Determining
specific forest dependant species response(s) to different levels of fire severity is fundamental for
successful future conservation efforts and data-driven fire management practices (Wintle et al.
2020).
Occupancy modelling provides a robust and reliable method for monitoring species distributions
and habitat usage (MacKenzie et al. 2017). The simple occupancy model determines the likelihood
of an animal occupying an area (being present) based on repeat visits to a survey area (MacKenzie
et al. 2002). Repeat visits deal with the issue of imperfect detectability in survey programs, which
typically occurs due to detection probabilities (p) being less than 1 (p<1), as species are not always
detected when present (MacKenzie and Kendall 2002). Accounting for this imperfect detectability
allows for the true occurrence of a species to be determined. More complex models allow for
contrasts between different environmental, or biological, covariates to determine significant
changes to occupancy (MacKenzie et al. 2017). Using occupancy models will allow for the changes
in arboreal mammal assemblages to be assessed under a variety of different habitat scenarios,
including at different fire severity classes.
Occupancy models can also be used to determine the importance of habitat covariates for species.
For instance, Vanek et al. (2021) used occupancy models from camera trap data to determine the
importance of preserves and building density on cat occupancy rates in Great Lakes, USA. Using
this methodology, candidate models containing different site covariates can be compared using a
model selection process, such as AIC values, to determine the relative importance of covariates
(MacKenzie et al. 2017). Occupancy modelling has been previously used in arboreal mammal
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surveys in Australia’s eucalypt forests. For instance, Lindenmayer et al. (1999) successfully used an
occupancy based method to highlight the importance of aspect, slope and forest age in determining
occupancy of yellow-bellied gliders in the Central Victorian Highlands. No study, however, has
used occupancy modelling to assess the importance of fire severity, and other habitat covariates, in
determining arboreal mammal distributions within a year since wildfire, despite the importance of
this in understanding arboreal mammals post-fire response.
The objectives of this study were to: 1) assess the effects and importance of fire severity on arboreal
mammal occupancy and habitat use within a year since wildfire; 2) determine which habitat
covariates play the greatest role in arboreal mammal occupancy; and 3) investigate occupancy
patterns at a finer species-scale, in greater gliders and brushtail possums, using occupancy
modelling and estimation.

3.2 Methods
This methods section refers to the procedures taken to analyse arboreal mammal occupancy models
using site covariates. The general methods related to study location, design and survey undertaken
can be found in chapter 2 (General methods).

3.2.1 Site covariates
Site covariates were added to the occupancy component of models (Ψ(.)) based on a priori
hypothesises as potentially influencing arboreal mammal occupancy. Observational covariates,
however, were added to detection component of models (p(.)). Site covariates were recorded at each
site (or transect in some cases) based on unique site characteristics to determine which covariate has
the largest effect on arboreal mammal occupancy. Covariates, and literature supporting inclusion in
models is provided (Table 3.1). Fire severity classes (low, moderate, and high) were purposely
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selected as covariates based on site allocation discussed in chapter 2 (general methods). Regarding
occupancy analysis, five replicates in each fire severity class were formed based on the level of
canopy burn experienced. These three classes were analysed as categorical site covariates. Elevation
was recorded from GPS points using GARMIN GPSMAP 64s, as average transect elevation in
meters. A sites dominant tree species was determined using both plant community type (PCT)
records taken from vegetation maps (Department of Planning, Industry, and Environment 2020b),
and a ground-truthing process. Ground-truthing was completed using one 50 m x 25 m plot at each
site. All tree species within the plot were identified using assistance from PCT data, with the species
representative of 50% or more individuals within a plot, categorised as the site’s dominant tree
species (M. Newbery, unpublished data). Site transects were placed within the same PCT category
to ensure dominant tree species remained constant across the entire site. Transect slope was
reclassed into one of three levels based on the average observed slope: (1) 0-20˚; (2) 20-40˚; (3) >
40˚. Site fire frequency was assessed as a count of the number of fires experienced since 1980,
using SEED fire history spatial data for both prescribed burns and wildfires. The number of hollows
used in occupancy analysis refers to a count of all hollows (of all sizes) within 50 m of transect
lines.
Additionally, an observation covariate was included in the detection sub-model (Table 3.1). The
observational covariate used was the time taken during each transect visit. This was expected to
influence the detectability of arboreal mammals (Goldingay and Sharpe 2004a). Additionally, two
site covariates which were expected to influence detectability (fire severity and dominant tree
species) were also included in detection sub-models.
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TABLE 3.1. Site, and observational covariates used in occupancy models. Each covariate included was predicted
to affect the presence of arboreal based off findings from the referenced literature. Observational covariate shaded
in with light grey.

Covariate

Abbreviation

Fire
Severity

FS

Elevation

EL

Mean elevation (meters above sea
level) from each transect.

(Smith and Smith 2019)

Dominant
tree species

DT

Tree species making up more than
50% of trees within 25 x 50 m plots.

(Braithwaite et al. 1988;
Vinson et al. 2020a)

Hollows

HOL

The number of hollows within 50 m
of transects (all sizes)

(Lindenmayer et al.
1990)

Fire
Frequency

FRQ

Number of fires occurring at
transects since 1980

(McLean et al. 2018)

Slope

S

Average slope class of transects

(Lindenmayer et al.
1990)

Time taken at each transect visits

(Goldingay and Sharpe
2004a; Goldingay and
Sharpe 2004b)

Time

Time

Description
Fire severity classes based on extent
of canopy burn: Low; Moderate;
High.

References
(Lindenmayer et al.
2013)

3.2.2 Occupancy modelling
Detection data for categories (all arboreal mammal species, greater gliders, and brushtail possums),
were formed into detection history tables for occupancy modelling using the “Unmarked” R
package (Fiske and Chandler 2011). Detection history tables involved recording detections (1) and
non-detections (0) for each category per repeat visit. All arboreal mammals detected via
spotlighting, regardless of distance from the transect line, were used in the occupancy modelling
analysis. Only greater gliders and common brushtail possums were detected often enough to obtain
an adequate sample size to facilitate the use of occupancy models on these species individually. The
“all arboreal mammal species” category referred to the probability of detecting any arboreal
mammal species in an area (species included: greater gliders; common brushtail possums; mountain
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brushtail possums; common ringtail possums; sugar gliders; and feathertail gliders), therefore
showing general effects of fire severity and other covariates. In the brushtail possum category, only
common brushtail possums were used.
Likelihood based, single-season single-species occupancy models were used to estimate arboreal
mammal occupancy (Ψ) and detectability (p) (MacKenzie et al. 2002), in relation to fire severity
and other site covariates. This method uses repeat visits to estimate the detection probability of
species assuming a closed population (MacKenzie et al. 2017). The ‘closure assumption’ of
occupancy models refers to the assumption that if a species is detected at a site during one of the
repeat visits, the site is occupied, therefore any future non-detections at the same site are a result of
‘false negatives’ due to sampling error and species detectability (Rota et al. 2009). Given the
relatively small home-ranges, non-migratory behaviours of studied arboreal mammals, and the
short-time period over which repeat visits were made, populations were considered closed at sites
over the four-week sampling period. Over the duration of the sampling period three repeat visits
were conducted based on a conservative a priori estimated detection probability (p=0.5)
(MacKenzie et al. 2017), these visits occurred on average 9 days apart (max = 17, min = 5). Repeat
visits allows for detection probabilities to be estimated which account for imperfect detectability
(p<1) and sampling error, hence providing accurate occupancy estimates (MacKenzie et al. 2002).
Occupancy models were therefore the chosen analysis as detection probabilities for greater gliders,
brushtail possums, and other cryptic arboreal mammal species are very likely imperfect using
spotlighting techniques (Ward 2000; Lindenmayer et al. 2001).
Single season occupancy models involved the use of two sub-models; one for detectability (p) and
another for occupancy (ψ):
Ɀi ~ Bernoulli (ψ)
yij |Ɀi ~ Bernoulli(Ɀi*p)
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where Ɀi is a variable representing the true state of occupancy at site i, and yij is the observed
occupancy state at site i during survey j, conditional to the true occupancy status Ɀi. Covariates are
then added on the log scale using logit (ψi) and logit (pij), for occupancy and detection covariates,
respectively. Through this process, covariates for detectability and occupancy can be added
separately to determine the best sub-model using model comparisons (MacKenzie et al. 2017).
Analysis followed a two-step approach, similar to Semper-Pascual et al. (2019), where the detection
probability sub-model (p (.)) was determined first using a parameterized occupancy sub-model (ψ =
FS + EL). The best performing detection probability sub-model was then kept constant for
assessing the best performing occupancy sub-model (MacKenzie et al. 2017); this process was
completed for each arboreal mammal category. Using a parameterized occupancy sub-model to
determine detection probability was recommended to assist in model fitting (Vanek et al. 2021).
Site covariates were added to occupancy and detection sub-models and ranked with AICc (Akaike’s
Information Criterion corrected for small sample sizes), to determine relative importance of
covariates in determining occupancy and detectability (Burham and Anderson 2002). The best
performing model had the smallest AICc value, with models ΔAICc < 2 also considered to have
‘substantial empirical support’ (Anderson and Burnham 2004). Further analysis was conducted on
all competing models with substantial support per category, with estimates of ψ based on site
covariate levels and model-averaged β estimates to determine directional effects in continuous
variables. Model fit was assessed for each model using a Mackenzie and Bailey goodness-of-fit test
with a 1000 times parametric bootstrap (MacKenzie and Bailey 2004), with all shown models
reporting no lack of fit (P > 0.05). R packages used in all occupancy analysis include “ggplot2”
(Wickham et al. 2016), “Unmarked” (Fiske and Chandler 2011), and “AICcmodavg” (Mazerolle
and Mazerolle 2017).
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Collinearity was assessed for all site covariates using Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R > 0.5
showing correlation) for continuous variables and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for
categorical variables (P < 0.05 showing correlation). Collinearity was detected between fire
frequency, dominant tree species and elevation, as well as between fire severity and hollow
availability. This was a major constraint in analysis as the higher elevations in western MNP were
associated with lower fire frequencies than the lower elevations in eastern MNP. A more thorough
analysis would involve analysing the effect of fire severity separately within eastern and western
MNP based on habitat differences between the two, however, due to limited sample size, analysis
was conducted on the pooled effect over the entire study area. Collinear parameters were included
in occupancy model AICc tables; however, no interaction effects or two-factor occupancy covariates
were included based small sample sizes and potentially confounding results (Dormann et al. 2013).
Justification for including collinear parameters in occupancy models was to help determine which
covariate, collinear or not, had the largest effect on occupancy (Lindenmayer et al. 2008). This led
to a share in AICc weights for collinear parameters in some cases. The use of model-averaged β
estimates was recommended for model inferences as they account for shared AIC weights
(Anderson and Burnham 2004). Based on collinearity however, model-averaged β estimates were
calculated whilst removing collinear model parameters, i.e., elevation β estimates were calculated
with model-averaging whilst removing fire frequency and dominant tree species. This ensured the
best model averaging whilst avoiding collinearity, however, given the high levels of collinearity
confounding results is still an issue (Lindenmayer et al. 2008). This led to larger levels of variance
in occupancy estimates, and therefore inferences from models should be made with caution, noting
that multiple interacting covariates likely affect occupancy.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Arboreal mammal observations
A total of 160 arboreal mammals were detected over the 23 nights and 33 hours of spotlighting
completed in MNP. Of these detections, 122 (76%) were greater gliders, 30 (18%) common
brushtail possums, 2 (1.25%) mountain brushtail possums, 2 (1.25%) common ringtail possums, 2
(1.25%) sugar gliders, and 2 (1.25%) feathertail gliders. No more than two of the species listed
above were detected at a site during a specific visit, additionally, no species listed was detected at
all sites. The arboreal mammal species detected most, the greater glider, was observed in all fire
severity classes across MNP, however primarily at higher elevations and at sites dominated by
Eucalyptus fastigata. Common brushtail possums were also widespread, being detected in all fire
severity classes and elevations with a preference to sites dominated by Corymbia gummifera.
Mountain brushtail possums, sugar gliders, and feathertail gliders, however, were only detected in
low to moderate fire severity sites with no identifiable preference to other covariates. Only two
sites, BTC24 and BTC35, had no arboreal mammal detections over the entire study period, both of
which were high fire severity sites.

3.3.2 Occupancy and detectability
Occupancy and detectability differed for all arboreal mammals, greater gliders, and brushtail
possums. Using the null model (for averaged estimates), greater gliders displayed an occupancy of
ψ = 0.57 SE ±0.09 (i.e., 57% of sites were occupied by greater gliders) and a detection probability p
= 0.88 SE ±0.05 (i.e., greater gliders were detected 88% of the time they were present at a site). The
common brushtail possum null model showed an occupancy rate of ψ = 0.30 SE ± 0.1, and a
detection probability of p = 0.52 SE ±0.12. In general, however, the occupancy rate for any arboreal
mammal species to be present was ψ = 0.81 SE ±0.07 with a detection probability of p = 0.78 SE
±0.05 (from arboreal mammal null model).
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The detection parameter with the lowest AICc value was the null model (p (.)) for all arboreal
mammals, greater gliders and brushtail possums. The AICc rankings for brushtail possum detection
models showed the null model as having no other competitive model (within 2 ΔAICc) whilst
earning most model support (AICc weight 0.62) (Table 3.3). AICc detection models for greater
gliders and all arboreal mammal groups showed p(Time) and p(FS) as being competitive models,
however based on the aims of this study, and avoiding highly parameterized occupancy models due
to sample size limitations, these detection models were not used.
Table 3.2. Full model set of site and observational covariates to determine detectability (p) of all arboreal mammals,
greater gliders, and brushtail possums in a fire effected landscape at Monga National Park, South-eastern NSW in
2020. Detection probability was assessed through 3 repeat visits to 15 sites across the study area. Detectability was
modelled against a parameterized occupancy sub-model (SM) ψ(FS + ELEV).

Model

Variables a

Kb

AICc c

ΔAICc d

we

-ll f

All arboreal mammals
DM1

P(.) ψ(SM)

5

89.54

0

0.51

38.52

DM3

P(Time) ψ (SM)

6

90.07

0.52

0.39

37.21

DM2

P(FS) ψ (SM)

7

92.78

3.24

0.10

36.84

DM4

P(DT) ψ (SM)

10

100.66

11.12

~0

34.54

Greater gliders
DM1

P(.) Ψ(SM)

5

58.01

0

0.43

22.76

DM2

P(FS) ψ (SM)

7

58.85

0.84

0.28

19.88

DM3

P(Time) ψ (SM)

6

59.23

1.21

0.23

21.79

DM4

P(DT) ψ (SM)

10

62.24

4.22

0.05

15.33

Common Brushtail possums
DM1

P(.)ψ (SM)

5

61.72

0

0.62

24.61

DM2

P(FS) ψ (SM)

7

63.74

2.02

0.23

22.32

DM3

P(Time) ψ (SM)

6

64.63

2.91

0.14

24.49

DM4

P(DT) ψ (SM)

10

69.25

7.53

0.01

18.83

a

FS = fire severity class; low, moderate, high, experienced per site, Time = time spent searching along transect,
DT = dominant tree species per site.
b

Number of model parameters.

c

Akaike Information Criterion corrected for small sample sizes.

d

Level of change in Akaike Information Criterion corrected for small sample sizes between the best model and the
current model.
e

Model weight, referring to the importance of the covariate in determining detectability.

f

Negative Log Likelihood.
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Table 3.3. Full model set of site covariates to determine occupancy (ψ) of all arboreal mammals, greater
gliders, and brushtail possums in a fire effected landscape at Monga National Park, South-eastern NSW in
2020. Occupancy was assessed through 3 repeat visits to 15 sites across the study area and modelled against
the best performing detectability sub-model p(.).

Model

a

Variable

a

K b
AICc
All arboreal mammals

c

ΔAICc

d

w

e

ll

f

OM2

p(.) ψ(FS)

4

87.91

0

0.95

-39.15

OM5

p(.) ψ(HOL)

3

94.25

6.35

0.04

-43.66

OM1

p(.) ψ(.)

2

99.12

11.21

0

-47.34

OM3

p(.) ψ(EL)

3

101.53

13.63

0

-47.30

OM6

p(.) ψ(FRQ)

3

101.60

13.69

0

-47.34

OM7

p(.) ψ(S)

4

102.06

14.15

0

-47.23

OM4

p(.) ψ(DT)

20.07

0

-44.44

OM2

p(.) ψ(FS)

7
107.98
Greater gliders
4
76.46

0

0.40

-33.43

OM3

p(.) ψ(EL)

3

76.87

0.41

0.33

-34.97

OM4

p(.) ψ(DT)

7

78.38

1.92

0.15

-29.64

OM5

p(.) ψ(HOL)

3

79.69

3.23

0.08

-36.38

OM1

p(.) ψ(.)

2

82.39

5.93

0.02

-38.97

OM6

p(.) ψ(FRQ)

3

83.97

7.51

0.01

-38.52

OM7

p(.) ψ(S)

9.35

~0.00

-38.11

OM7

p(.) ψ(S)

4

59.72

0

0.59

-25.06

OM3

p(.) ψ(EL)

3

61.72

1.45

0.29

-27.12

OM6

p(.) ψ(FRQ)

3

64.16

4.44

0.06

-28.62

OM4

p(.) ψ(DT)

7

64.75

5.03

0.05

-22.83

OM1

p(.) ψ(.)

2

70.35

10.63

~0

-32.95

OM6

p(.) ψ(FS)

4

71.09

11.37

~0

-30.74

OM5

p(.) ψ(HOL)

3

72.58

12.86

~0

-32.83

4
85.81
Common Brushtail possums

a

FS = fire severity class; low, moderate, high, experienced per site, EL = elevation, DT = dominant tree species per site,
HOL = number of hollows within 50 m of transects, FRQ = number of fires per site since 1980, S = average transect
slope (2 x per site).
b

Number of model parameters.

c

Akaike Information Criterion corrected for small sample sizes.

d

Level of change in Akaike Information Criterion corrected for small sample sizes between the best model and the
current model.
e

Model weight.

f

Negative Log Likelihood.
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3.3.3 All arboreal mammals
For all arboreal mammals, occupancy model p(.)ψ (FS) had significant support (AICc weight =
0.95) to be the best model (Table 3.3). This model was 24 times more likely to be the best model
than the second ranked model p(.)ψ(HOL), and 272 times more likely than the null model. Based on
the final occupancy model, predicted occupancy decreased in high fire severity (ψ = 0.402, SE
±0.156) compared to low (ψ = 1, SE ±0.002) and moderate sites (ψ = 1, SE ±0.002). The effect of
this decrease was not significant due to 100% occupancy rates at both low and moderate sites,
leading to 95% confidence intervals of ~0 - 1 for both classes (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1. Estimated occupancy for all observed arboreal mammals observed in different fire severity
classes based on canopy burn. Species include; greater gliders, brushtail possums, ringtail possums, sugar
gliders, and feathertail gliders. Black dot represents the estimated occupancy, with error bars showing 95%
confidence intervals.
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3.3.4 Greater Gliders
For greater gliders, several competing models (i.e., p(.)ψ (FS)), p(.) ψ(EL), and p(.) ψ(DT))
garnered substantial support (ΔAICc< 2) making up a cumulative model weight of 0.89 (Table 3.3).
The top ranked model p(.)ψ (FS), was 1.2 times better than p(.) ψ(EL), 2.6 times better than p(.)
ψ(DT), and 19.4 times better than the null model. Overall detectability of greater gliders was kept
constant at p = 0.88, SE ±0.046 using the null detectability sub-model.
Fire severity had a significant effect on the occupancy of greater gliders (P < 0.05, Z = 2.70), with
moderate severity sites (ψ = 0.90, SE ±0.095) having higher occupancy rates than high severity sites
(ψ = 0.20, SE ±0.127). Also, higher occupancy rates were found in moderate compared to low
severity sites (ψ = 0.601, SE ±0.155) (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2. Estimated occupancy of greater gliders in different fire severity classes across 15 sites
with three repeat visits in the fire effected Monga National Park, south-eastern NSW. Black dot
represents the estimated occupancy, with error bars showing 95% confidence intervals.
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Elevation also influenced the occupancy of greater gliders, showing a slight positive correlation to
increased elevation (β 0.51, 95% CI -0.77 – 1.79). The low predicted occupancy (ψ = 0.12, SE
±0.102 – 0.24) at 0-250 m increased to higher occupancy (ψ = 0.73, SE ±0.102 – 0.94) at 750 –
1250 m (Figure 3.3). However, model-averaged β estimates, with 95% confidence intervals crossing
zero, show that the effect of elevation was insignificant compared to competing site covariates.

Figure 3.3. Estimated greater glider occupancy shows a slight positive correlation with increasing
elevation, based on 15 sites with three repeat visits in Monga National Park, NSW. Black line represents
the predicted occupancy estimated by elevation, with grey shading showing 95% confidence intervals
around the estimate.

Dominant tree species had a significant effect on greater glider occupancy. The presence of
Eucalyptus fastigata had a significant positive effect on greater glider occupancy compared to the
presence of Coryumbia gummifera (P < 0.05, Z = 2.69) (Figure 3.4). Other dominant tree species,
including Eucalyptus cypellocarpa, Eucalyptus fraxinodes, and Eucalpytus muelleriana, did not
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have a significant effect on greater glider occupancy due to only occurring in one site each (Figure
3.4).

Figure 3.4. Estimated greater glider occupancy based on six different dominant tree species found at 15
sites with three repeat visits in Monga National Park, NSW. The genus E refers to the eucalyptus genus,
and C refers to the Corymbia genus. Black dot represents the estimated occupancy, with error bars
showing 95% confidence intervals.

3.3.5 Brushtail possums
For brushtail possums, p(.) ψ(S) and p(.) ψ(EL) had the largest effect on occupancy (ΔAICc<2) with
a cumulative model weight of 0.88. The top performing model, p(.) ψ(S) was 2.1 times more likely
to be the best model than the elevation model p(.) ψ(EL), 203.1 times more likely than the null
model, and 293.8 times more likely than the fire severity model p(.)ψ (FS). The top performing
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model, p(.) ψ(S) showed a non-significant effect of slope on brushtail possums due to the large
confidence intervals in slope class 1 (Figure 3.5). In general, occupancy increased as slope
increased, with slope class 3 (ψ 0.844, SE ±0.1912) producing much higher occupancy rates than
class 2 (ψ 0.225, SE ±0.144) and class 1 (ψ ~0, SE ±~0). Elevation influenced occupancy of
brushtail possums, with increased elevation having a slight, negative effect on brushtail possum
occupancy (β -0.6, 95% CI -2.49 – 1.28) (Figure 3.6). However, model-averaged β estimates, with
95% confidence intervals crossing zero, show that this effect was insignificant compared to
competing site covariates.

Figure 3.5. Brushtail possum occupancy at different slope classes based off 15 sites and three repeat
visits in Monga National Park, NSW. Average transect slope was classed into three levels; (1) 0-20˚; (2)
20-40˚; (3) > 40˚. Black dot represents the observed occupancy, with error bars showing 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 3.6. Brushtail possum estimated occupancy shows a slight negatively correlation with increased
elevation, based on 15 sites with three repeat visits in Monga National Park, NSW. Black line represents
the predicted occupancy estimated by elevation, with grey shading showing 95% confidence intervals
around the estimate.

3.4 Discussion
In general, arboreal mammal occupancy was affected by fire severity in Monga National park
within a year since wildfire, with fire severity having the single largest effect on occupancy for the
“all arboreal mammals” category compared to other modelled habitat covariates. Furthermore, the
occupancy of a known threatened arboreal mammal, the greater glider, was also fundamentally
linked to fire severity. In addition, greater glider occupancy was also positively associated with
increased elevation and at sites with Eucalyptus Fastigata as the dominant tree species. Unlike
other arboreal mammals however, fire severity had a negligible effect on brushtail possums site
occupancy. Instead slope and elevation had the largest effect on occupancy, with occupancy
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greatest at steep sites (>40˚) in low elevations. These findings indicate species specific responses to
wildfire, whilst also highlighting habitat preferences in post-fire habitats.

3.4.1 Greater glider habitat preferences
Greater gliders occupied over half (57%) of the surveyed sites across MNP, showing a relatively
widespread distribution. Greater glider distribution extended from the lowest elevation sites (177 m)
in the north-east of MNP to the highest elevation site (1030 m) in the south-west of MNP. This
widespread distribution indicates that MNP provides extensive suitable habitat for greater glider
populations and is an area of conservation importance for the species.
Fire severity played a significant effect on greater glider occupancy, with moderate sites having the
highest occupancy rates. A surprising result was the lower occupancy estimations in low fire
severity sites compared to moderate fire severity sites, however it is likely that food availability led
to this trend (Smith and Smith 2020). Greater gliders show a preference to younger eucalypt leaves
when available due to higher nitrogen concentrations and lower levels of cellulose acid (Kavanagh
and Lambert 1990). Moderate severity sites tended to have higher levels of epicormic regrowth than
low severity sites due to the partial canopy burn they experienced (M. Newbery, unpublished data),
therefore providing an increased food resource from these sites. The increase in palatable, young
eucalypt leaves is a likely cause of changes in greater glider distributions (Smith and Smith 2020).
Greater gliders may have either survived the initial wildfire by sheltering within hollows or fled to
nearby refuges and returned to moderate severity sites due to this increased epicormic growth.
Although dominant tree species was not collinear with fire severity, three of the moderate fire
severity sites were dominated by E. fastigata. This could magnify the observed increase in
occupancy at moderate sites, as greater gliders showed preference for this food source (Figure 3.4).
Greater glider occupancy was significantly lower in high fire severity sites (Figure 3.2), there are
two possible explanations for this trend. Firstly, high fire severity can lead to direct mortality of
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greater gliders through lethal heating; this then leading to a major reduction in population size for
the species (Lindenmayer et al. 2013). Secondly, a reduction in the amount of palatable eucalyptus
leaves immediately after a high severity fire can lead to indirect mortality of greater gliders
(Lindenmayer et al. 2011). In both cases, high levels of glider mortality within high fire severity
sites are the likely cause of low occupancy levels. This was concluded as high fire severity sites still
occurred within suitable greater glider habitats across the park, i.e., high elevations and in
preferable eucalypt tree species. Although eucalypt epicormic regrowth in many high severity sites
was greater than moderate and low severity fire sites (M. Newbery, unpublished data), it is likely
that the greater gliders slow dispersal, and low reproductive output has prevented recolonisation of
these areas within a year after wildfire (Smith and Smith 2020).
Although fire severity was found to influence greater glider occupancy, it is likely that the
collinearity of other climatic variables, such as aridity and extreme weather conditions, in
conjunction with fire severity, have exacerbated this change in occupancy. Changes in these
climatic variables have been found to influence greater glider occupancy, leading to distributional
changes and local extinctions (Wagner et al. 2020). It is likely that a combination of long-term
changes in climate and short-term disturbances such as wildfires determine greater glider occupancy
(Smith and Smith 2019). Greater gliders are well-adapted to cooler temperatures, using their gliding
membrane (patagium) for heat insolation, however is poorly adapted to temperatures above 20˚C,
where water loss through evaporation becomes a major issue (Rübsamen et al. 1984). Additional
reliance on a strict water scarce eucalypt diet, renders greater gliders particularly at risk from
prolonged periods of aridity and climate change (Smith and Smith 2019). Annual rainfall in 2019
for Batemans Bay - Buckenbower (MNP nearest weather station) was 480 mm and the lowest it has
been since 1980 (Bureau of Meteorology, 2021). This low rainfall likely caused major physiological
stress in greater gliders leading to potential population declines prior to the 2019-2020 wildfires
(e.g. Smith and Smith 2019).
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Although being detected in lower elevations, greater gliders occupancy was low below 500 m, with
much higher rates of occupancy at higher elevations (> 500 m). Greater gliders are therefore
considered rare at lower elevations, only being recorded from two separate transects in different
sites, however, were relatively common in higher elevations. Greater gliders have been found to
occupy a range of elevations, from low elevations (~30 m) in Seven Mile Beach National Park
(Vinson et al. 2020a), however are typically associated with elevations above 845 m (Kavanagh
2000). It is unlikely that elevation alone directly effects occupancy, evident through our
insignificant result, instead a combination of factors. Our finding is similar to Smith and Smith
(2019) who found elevation was a significant determinant of greater glider densities in the Blue
Mountains, NSW. The authors found greater glider density was positively correlated with elevation,
attributing this trend to increased rainfall and lower temperature in higher elevations. The
microclimates formed within the higher elevations of MNP may have increased humidity and
rainfall due to orographic lifting seen along coastal extents of the great dividing range (Gregory et
al. 2012); however, no weather stations were available in the higher elevations of the park and
therefore no climate related variables were used in the analysis. It should be noted that the nearest
weather station to MNP at higher elevation, Braidwood - Mongarlowe (at 630 m), did not show
major differences in temperature or rainfall to the nearest low elevation weather station at Batemans
Bay - Buckenbowra (at 30 m) (Bureau of Meteorology, 2021). The low probability of occupancy in
lower elevation sites is of particular concern as populations may be isolated resulting in localised
extinctions, similarly to the at-risk greater glider populations found in Seven Mile Beach National
Park, NSW (Vinson et al. 2020a).
Several key habitat parameters in determining greater glider occupancy, including dominant tree
species (Braithwaite et al. 1988) and fire frequency (McLean et al. 2018), were collinear with
elevation, this could partly explain the observed change in occupancy. The number of fires within
the last 40 years was significantly greater in low elevation sites compared with high elevation sites.
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Both wildfires and prescribed burns can directly kill greater gliders, or lead to population declines
following fire due to a reduction in edible foliage available after (Lindenmayer et al. 2013). The
long-term effect of high fire frequency in the landscape is a reduction in the number of hollowbearing trees (Lindenmayer et al. 2020), and changes to vegetation structure (Foster et al. 2017).
These hollow-bearing trees provide essential denning sites for greater gliders and have typically
been associated with increased greater glider densities (Lindenmayer et al. 1990). Fires can also
lead to the long-term absences of the species from an area of suitable habitat (Andrew et al. 2014).
The combination of these factors could be a key reason for low greater glider occupancy in areas
experiencing high fire frequencies in this study. Although fire frequency was not found to be a
significant determinant of greater glider occupancy (Table 3.3), there was a trend towards decreased
greater glider occupancy in higher fire frequency sites.
Further explanation may be that dominant tree species differed significantly by elevation, with
preferable eucalypt species found primarily in higher elevations at the sites surveyed. E. fastigata
occurred more often in higher elevations compared to C. gummifera at MNP. Through occupancy
analysis, it was confirmed that the presence of E. fastigata as a dominant tree species was positively
associated with increased probability of greater glider occupancy. The hypothesis that dietary
requirements in eucalypt species could potentially determine greater glider distributions was
initially posed by Braithwaite (1983) who found distributional trends in greater glider abundances
according to tree species. It was later confirmed that several eucalypt species, including E. fastigata
and E. cypellocarpa, were positively associated with greater glider abundances (Braithwaite et al.
1988). These same eucalypt species have more recently been found to be a preferred habitat for the
endangered greater glider populations in Mount Gibraltar Reserve, NSW (NSW Scientific
Committee, 2014). The dominance of these eucalypts species at high elevations is therefore a likely
cause of increased occupancy in high elevations.
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Greater glider tree species preferences may be due to a variety of factors including dietary
requirements, hollow availability, and climate related effects. E. fastigata typically develop hollows
when > 180 years of age (Gibbons et al. 2000). Hence it is likely that high occupancy by greater
gliders at these sites is also associated with old-growth forests (Lindenmayer et al. 1990). Climate
also drives the distribution of tree species preferred by greater gliders, with E. fastigata typically
occurring in areas which experience increased amounts of rainfall during dry seasons (Lindenmayer
et al. 1996). E. fastigata tree use by greater gliders has also been found to change based on seasons,
with increased usage of the eucalypt species during winter and spring compared with other seasons,
hence the timing of arboreal mammal surveys may have influenced the detected tree species
preferences (Kavanagh and Lambert 1990). It was unsurprising that low occupancy was associated
with C. gummifera dominated sites at MNP as greater gliders are rarely observed in these tree
species (Kavanagh and Lambert 1990; Vinson et al. 2020a).

3.4.2 Brushtail possum habitat preferences
Brushtail possums were recorded at less than half the surveyed sites (30%), with a relatively low
detection probability (52%). The species was widespread in low elevations, however, was only
detected at one transect above 500 m. Based on occupancy model comparisons, it was determined
that transect slope had the largest effect on brushtail possums.
Brushtail possum occupancy was relatively constant across fire severity classes, with fire severity
having a negligible AICc weight compared to other habitat parameters (Table 3.3). This result was
initially surprising, especially considering the extent of high severity burns in the landscape where
the species was detected (J. May-Stubbles, pers. obs.). However, brushtail possums are a generalist
species, with the occurrence of the species in high fire severity sites likely due to increased mobility
and flexibility in diets. Brushtail possums have been found to exhibit high levels of survivorship
during wildfire events by escaping the initial fire front and returning to burnt areas (Banks et al.
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2011). Unlike the dietary specialist greater gliders, brushtail possums have a more generalised diet,
therefore the immediate effects of reduced eucalypt foliage in high severity sites may be overcome
by changing foraging behaviours (Gloury and Handasyde 2016). Brushtail possums may even show
increases in population size following fire, as seen in Jervis Bay ACT (Lindenmayer et al. 2008). It
should be noted, however, that brushtail possums had less detections as fire severity increased,
although the effect was minimal compared to other habitat parameters such as slope and elevation.
Transect slope had the largest effect on brushtail possum occupancy and, although the finding was
not statistically significant, there was a clear trend to increased occupancy as slope increased
(Figure 3.5). Occupancy was highest in sites with transect slope > 40˚, typically associated with
transects either passing through, or out of, deep gullies and on mid-slopes. Brushtail possum
occupancy is typically higher within gullies then on ridgetops (Soderquist and Mac Nally 2000).
Unlike findings in the current study, others have found a negative correlation with brushtail possum
occupancy and mid-slope habitats (Lindenmayer et al. 1990; Forsyth et al. 2018). The key
difference in MNP was the recent wildfire, likely altering the atypical distribution of arboreal
mammals. The leeward side of ridgetops and mid-slopes may be utilised by brushtail possums to
escape the immediate effects of the wildfire intensity, as these habitats have a reduced amount of
flammable biomass (Storey et al. 2016). Also, it should be noted that gully sites still had steep
transects, unlike other literature (Lindenmayer et al. 1990; Forsyth et al. 2018), due to the
mountainous nature of MNP.
Elevation also explained brushtail possum occupancy, showing a slight negative relationship with
increased elevation (Table 3.3; Figure 3.6). The species was detected at only one transect in high
elevations (>500 m) of the eight that were occupied. This finding is similar to Forsyth et al. (2018)
who found low abundances of brushtail possums in New Zealand above 650 m. Likewise, brushtail
possum detections in south-west NSW were associated with lower elevations (Kavanagh and
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Stanton 1998). These above studies attributed this change in occupancy to climate and preferable
vegetation types. Although there were changes in vegetation type by elevation, high elevations still
provided preferable dominant tree species for food, hence, this is an unlikely explanation for the
result found. A potential reason for the observed decline is intraspecies competition between
brushtail possums and greater gliders for habitat hollows at higher elevations, which may come
about because of unusually high densities of the species in fire refuges. Both species occupy
hollows of similar size (> 10 cm diameter) (Goldingay 2012), and therefore a hollow-limiting
environment in higher elevations could potentially lead to competition between the two species.

3.4.3 Detectability in occupancy models
The high detectability of greater gliders (88%) was a surprising result, as other researchers have
found spotlighting to produce relatively low detection probabilities for greater gliders (Lindenmayer
et al. 2001). It should be noted that detectability estimates from occupancy models are calculated by
the proportion of detections (1’s) by non-detections (0’s) per transect based on all visits. Detection
probability estimates from occupancy models are therefore likely linked to greater glider
abundances, as higher abundances at sites will result in consistent redetections in visits (Welsh et al.
2013). Detectability is more likely a function of abundance than any other site or observational
covariate used in the analysis above. Therefore using the null model for detectability (where
detectability is kept constant) was the best option to ensure model convergence and performance
(Welsh et al. 2013). Occupancy modelling analysis accounts for detectability only after a detection
is made, therefore using spotlighting may very well still underestimate realistic populations as
individuals, especially cryptic species (Ward 2000), may be missed on all repeat transect visits.
Improvements could be to use an integrated survey method by inclusion of thermal cameras to
increase detectability of all arboreal mammal species (Vinson et al. 2020b).
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3.4.4 Conclusions
The relative importance of fire severity, compared to other habitat covariates, was assessed using
occupancy models. Occupancy models highlighted the fire-sensitivity of greater gliders, in sites
experiencing a high severity wildfire a year prior. A level of resilience to moderate fire severity was
also found in greater gliders, at least in terms of occupancy, likely due to an increase in edible
eucalypt regrowth. Occupancy modelling also showed that brushtail possums are relatively
resilience to fire severity, with transect slope playing a much more important role in determining
occupancy. Future research suggestions include increasing the number of studied sites to assist in
running more complex occupancy models capable to mapping predicted occupancy across the park
and stratifying the park (separating east and west) to remove collinearity from the analysis.
Additionally, returning to the current sites over several seasons will help to determine the rate at
which high severity sites become recolonised, using multi-season occupancy models.
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Chapter 4:
Estimating the density and detectability of greater gliders in fire
effected habitats using distance sampling.
4.1 Introduction
The greater glider, listed as vulnerable in NSW under the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species, is
an arboreal mammal particularly at risk from changes in fire severity. Greater gliders are Australia's
largest gliding folivore, with three distinct sub-species found in eucalypt forests along Australia's
east coast from central Victoria to central Queensland (McGregor et al. 2020). Classified as obligate
hollow users, greater gliders utilise cavities in hollow-bearing trees for shelter, predator avoidance,
and as den sites for fostering young (Lindenmayer et al. 2005; Goldingay 2012). Due to their large
size (from 900-1700 grams), larger hollow entrances (from 16-18 cm diameter) are required
(Goldingay 2012). Hollows of this size typically require trees with a diameter at breast height
>70cm and a significant time (>100 years) for hollows to form through natural decay (Gibbons et
al. 2000; Wormington et al. 2003; Goldingay 2012). Lindenmayer et al. (1990) found that forest
age and the abundance of hollow-bearing trees positively correlate to greater glider abundances.
Wildfires, however, pose a significant risk to old-growth forests and the persistence of hollowbearing trees (Lindenmayer et al. 2012), as further discussed by Banks et al. (2011). These changes
in resource availability combining with other habitat altering processes, such as selective logging
and land clearing, places major strain on remaining greater glider populations (McLean et al. 2018).
Currently there are no published studies assessing the short-term response (<1 year) of greater
gliders densities to different fire severity classes despite the potential importance of this in
determining post-fire succession and habitat use by greater gliders.
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Providing accurate baseline estimates of abundance is fundamental in all forms of wildlife
management, especially for at-risk populations (Sutherland et al. 2004; Finlayson et al. 2010; Paul
and Elscot 2010). Many studies that estimate abundances of greater gliders fail to report the
methods used to produce abundance indices, those which do, use primarily outdated methods such
as strip-width transects (Paul and Elscot 2010). Line-transect distance sampling is a method that
provides robust and accurate estimates of arboreal mammal populations (Emerson et al. 2019).
Distance sampling is a plotless transect method using distances from the transect to account for the
detectability of animals, whereby a detection function is produced which assumes detectability will
decrease as distance from the transect line increases (Buckland et al. 2001). Emerson et al. (2019)
compared the use of distance sampling with strip-width sampling at producing density estimates
from greater gliders in Australian eucalypt forests. The direct comparison of the two methods
revealed that estimates from strip-widths were less precise than distance sampling estimates.
Despite its potential usefulness in estimating greater glider populations, distance sampling is rarely
used in general and has not been used to assess populations at differing levels of fire severity.
Understanding the effect disturbances such as fire severity have on greater glider population size is
of utmost importance to conservation management. This study aimed to investigate greater glider
populations in sclerophyll forests of south-eastern New South Wales (NSW) within a year since the
2019-2020 wildfire. More specifically, this study: 1) investigated the density of greater gliders; 2)
compared the densities of greater gliders from different fire severity classes (low, moderate, and
high); and 3) reported on the availability of essential habitat hollows at different fire severity classes
in Monga National Park.
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4.2 Methods
The methods described below relate to the analysis of conventional distance sampling for greater
glider density estimates, by fire severity classes. In addition, exploring changes in habitat hollow
densities based on fire severity. General methods describing the study location, design and survey
methods are reported in chapter 2 (General methods).

4.2.1 Habitat hollow counts
Habitat hollow counts were made by thoroughly searching all trees within 50 m from transects
during day. Habitat hollows were characterised by any hollow >15 cm in diameter based off greater
gliders hollow entrance size preferences from Goldingay (2012). In many cases, several habitat
hollows were counted from an individual old-growth hollow-bearing tree. The number of habitat
hollows were used instead of the number of hollow-bearing trees as several different individuals, or
species, can occupy the same hollow-bearing tree (Penton et al. 2020), therefore the number of
hollows presents a better proxy of habitat resource availability.

4.2.2 Density estimates
The density of greater gliders at each fire severity class was estimated using a conventional distance
sampling approach outlined by Buckland et al. (2001). All observation from spotlighting surveys
had perpendicular distances from the transect line recorded for analysis using DISTANCE (v 7.3
release 2) (Thomas et al. 2010). A histogram of the recorded distance frequencies was produced
over the entire dataset and analysed to determine whether the shape criterion was satisfied (Thomas
et al. 2010). This shape criterion specifies that the histogram must have a shoulder near 0 m
distance for perfect detection on and near the transect line, which falls as distances increase
(Buckland et al. 2001). Although the data showed irregularities and spikes between 10 - 40 m, the
detection function produced a clear shoulder of 100% detectability up to 45 m. The dataset was
truncated at 90 m as meaningful observations were being made up to this point and to remove two
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large outlier distances from the dataset. Furthermore, truncation was recommended to assist in
model fitting as long tailed detection functions required more model parameters which increased
variance (Thomas et al. 2010, Crowther et al. 2020).
Further DISTANCE analysis involved stratifying the truncated dataset by fire severity classes.
Stratifying the dataset produced detection functions and density estimates for each class, whilst
producing an estimated global density based on the stratified data (Thomas et al. 2010).
Furthermore, detection probabilities were produced for each class indicating detectability within
each fire severity. Stratification allowed for comparisons between densities and detectability at each
fire severity class.
Model selection is a major component of distance sampling, the model chosen determines how well
the detection function fits to the data (Thomas et al. 2010). Model selection was based on the
stratified data, the best model was chosen from the recommended models: a half-normal key
function with cosine expansions, half-normal with Hermite polynomial expansions, uniform key
function with cosine expansions, and a hazard-rate key function with simple polynomial expansions
(Thomas et al. 2010; Emerson et al. 2019). Model performance was assessed using AIC values,
distance frequency histograms to determine model fit, and the Cramer-von Mises goodness of fit
(GOF) tests. Based on the lowest AIC value and an acceptable GOF, the hazard reduction key
function with simple polynomial expansions was chosen for estimating densities in each fire
severity class (Buckland et al. 2001; Thomas et al. 2010).
Repeat visits were added onto the original transect distance, this was done to increase survey effort
in sites without violating the independence of observations assumptions in DISTANCE, as
recommended by Thomas et al. (2010). Essentially, three repeat visits to a 250 m transect led to a
750 m survey effort per transect. Given the same transect was re-surveyed, detection distances
could become biased if individuals were redetected at similar distances, potentially amplifying any
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underlying distance trends. However, given the adequate time between repeat surveys (average of 9
days), individuals were very rarely redetected at the same distance of first detection. Upon
inspection of distance frequency histograms, a lack of groupings in detection distances indicated no
trend in biased detection distances. An issue was encountered using the high fire severity class due
to a low number of observations; where the recommended number (>60 observations) was not met
given the sampling schedule of three repeat visits (Buckland et al. 2001). This number of
observations is recommended for adequate model fit to be achieved, however, upon closer
inspection it was concluded that the modelled detection function still fit the likely detectability of
greater gliders at high severity sites.

4.2.2.1 Greater glider density mapping
A greater glider density map across MNP was created using DISTANCE v7.3 and ARCMAP
v10.4.1. The density estimates for each specific site was calculated in DISTANCE, however,
considering a smaller number of observations per transect, than for fire severity class analysis, a
different truncation distance and model was used. Based on the lowest AIC value and best GOF
test, a uniform key function with cosine expansions and a truncation distance of 40 m was used. To
visualise the effect of fire severity on greater glider densities, site density estimates were
superimposed onto FESM (FESMv2.1) layers from the 2019-2020 wildfires (Department of
Planning, Environment, and Industry 2020a).

4.2.3 Effect of fire severity on greater gliders
A generalised linear mixed model (GLMM) was used to test the effect of differing fire severity
classes on greater glider counts in R studio (RStudio team 2019). Analysis using GLMM was
completed on direct greater glider count data from within 40 m of each transects repeat visit, within
sites and fire severity classes. This dataset was made up of 90 different datapoints based on 30
transects with three repeat visits each. Distance sampling estimates at each transect were not used
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for GLMM as these estimates were based off very few observations and therefore had large
standard errors (Buckland et al. 2001). Including this extra variance into GLMM was avoided,
instead, distance sampling helped to define a reasonable distance to assume 100% detectability to
use count data. 40 m transect counts were used as a form of standardising counts among sites, as
there were clear trends in detectability between fire severity classes based on distance.
The GLMM approach was chosen based on data presenting a non-normal distribution and unequal
variances, furthermore due to the presence of random variables in the data (Bolker et al. 2009;
Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2010). GLMM can account for right-skewed distributions which usually
result from count data with an excess of zeros (Zuur et al. 2009a). A Poisson distribution with a log
link function was used for the count data due to an inflation of points at zero, lowest AIC value, and
is primarily the recommended distribution of count data (Bolker et al. 2009). The model contained
one fixed effect (fire severity) and two random effects (site and transect) to control for spatial
correlation between each effect (Bolker et al. 2009). Transects were nested within site as
hierarchical random effects as transects were representative of a potential larger population within
sites (Zuur et al. 2009b). Posthoc pairwise comparisons were conducted to determine significance
differences in combinations of fire severity classes (Tukey adjusted p-values, α<0.05).

4.2.4 Effects of fire severity on habitat hollows
The effect of fire severity on habitat hollow counts was tested using a one-way ANOVA in R
studio. An ANOVA analysis was considered adequate for habitat hollows as the data fit a normal
distribution and had homogenous variances, unlike the greater glider count data. Further analysis
involved using Tukey-Kramer posthoc pairwise comparison tests to determine significant
differences between fire severity classes (Tukey adjusted p-values, α<0.05). Packages used in all R
studio analysis include “tidyverse” (Wickham et al. 2019), “lme4” (Bates et al. 2018), “lsmeans”
(Lenth and Lenth 2018) and “ggplot2” (Wickham et al. 2016).
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4.3 Results
Approximately 22, 500 m of transect was surveyed in total over approximately 33 hours and 23
nights of spotlighting effort. Greater gliders were recorded at 9 out of 15 (60%) sites from transects
to an unrestricted distance. A total of 122 greater glider observations were made with 58% in low
severity sites, 36% in moderate, and 6% in high (Figure 4.1). Greater gliders were spotted at a mean
distance of 32 m, with the furthest detection at 130 m. Mean distances did not differ much for low
(32 m) or moderate sites (31.8 m), however were slightly larger for high severity sites (34.1 m).

Greater Glider Observations
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5
0
BTC11 BTC16 BTC25 BTC40
LOW

P5

BTC06 BTC20 BTC21 CM20
MODERATE

Site

P1

BTC13 BTC17 BTC24 BTC35 BTC37
HIGH

Figure 4.1. The total number of greater gliders identified at 15 different sites across Monga National Park, NSW.
Observations, to an unrestricted distance, are combined from three repeat visits to sites which contain two 250 m
transects each. Sites grouped into fire severity classes: low (unburnt canopy), moderate (canopy partially burnt),
and high (canopy consumed).

4.3.1 Density estimates
Distance sampling estimated a global density of greater gliders in MNP at 0.429 ha-1 (95% CI
0.256-0.718) (Table 1). Within the fire severity classes, low produced the largest density estimate at
0.747 ha-1 (95% CI 0.344-1.621), followed by moderate 0.515 ha-1 (95% CI 0.285-0.932) (Table
4.1). High severity sites produced the lowest density estimate with the largest variation due to a low
number of observations, with a density of 0.0697 ha-1 (95% CI 0.012-0.395).
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Between classes, there was also differences in the detectability of greater gliders, seen using
detection probabilities, and the detection functions (Table 4.1; Figure 4.2). The global estimate
shows a detection probability of 70%. This differs between fire severity classes with the lowest
detection probability (62%) seen in moderate sites, with the detection probability falling rapidly
past 40 m (Table 4.1; Figure 4.2C). High severity sites had the highest detection probability (74%)
as well as the highest coefficient of variation (40%) (Table 4.1). This trend supports the modelled
detection function showing highly dispersed detections up to 70 m, with 100% detectability up to
60 m (Figure 4.2D).
Table 4.1. Density estimates for greater gliders at a global, and class level based on fire severity (low, moderate,
and high). Estimates come from detection functions in DISTANCE using a hazard-rate key function with simple
polynomial expansions with associated effective strip-width and detection probabilities for each class.

Global/
class

Density
ha-1

Standard
error ±

95% confidence
interval

0.11

coefficient
of variance
(% CV)
26

0.256 - 0.718

Effective
strip-width
(m)
63

Detection
probability %
(% CV)
70 (4)

Global

0.429

Low

0.747

0.266

36

0.344 - 1.621

63

70 (6)

Moderate

0.515

0.143

28

0.285 - 0.932

56

62 (10)

High

0.071

0.070

94

0.012 - 0.395

67

74 (40)

Table 4.2. Comparison of potential key functions and series expansions for distance sampling estimates in
DISTANCE based on Akaike information criterion (AIC) values. ΔAIC was used to determine the best detection
function based on model fit, ΔAIC < 2 were considered indifferent, with final section (shown in italics) being
made based on Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test.

Model

Series expansion

AIC

ΔAIC

Hazard rate
Uniform
Half-normal
Half normal

Simple polynomial

1046.21

0.00

Cosine

1046.73

0.51

Hermite polynomial

1048.89

2.68

Cosine

1049.01

2.80
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Figure 4.2. Fitted detection functions (blue line) on truncated (< 90 m) detection data for greater gliders in Monga National Park, NSW, using a hazard-rate function
with a simple polynomial expansion series. The detection probability (probability of detecting an animal at any given distance) is plotted against distance (perpendicular 68
distance in meters bilaterally from a transect line) for the global dataset A) and strata estimates representing different fire severity classes: B) low; C) moderate and; D)
high fire severity.

4.3.1.1 Greater glider density mapping
Greater glider density mapping reveals higher densities primarily in western MNP and in
areas of low fire severity. This is clear in the high elevation site BTC16 (Dasyurus Picnic
Area) which had the highest greater glider densities (1.73 ha-1 ± 0.8). This site is also
spatially constrained by high fire severity classes either side (Figure 4.3). Lowest densities
came from sites in high severity classes in eastern MNP, typically having no greater glider
detections. A high level of variance was encountered using site density estimates, and
therefore should be taken into consideration when inferring density patterns (Appendix 4).

P1
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BTC24
BTC16
BTC20

BTC25

BTC06

P5
CM20

BTC17
BTC11

BTC37

BTC40
BTC13
BTC35

Figure 4.3. Greater glider density (ha-1) and distribution is affected by fire severity in Monga National
Park, NSW. Coloured squares represent sites, with site names directly to the left, and the respective
estimated greater glider density across the study area superimposed over Fire Severity Extent Mapping
(FESMv2.1) layers from the 2019-2020 Currowan and Clyde mountain wildfires (Department of
Planning, Environment, and Industry 2020a). Density estimates from DISTANCE V7.3, using a uniform
key function with cosine expansions and a truncation distance of 50 m.
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4.3.2 Effect of fire severity on greater gliders
Fire severity had a significant effect on the number of greater glider observed per transect
(F2,85= 4.79, p<0.05). Based on Tukey’s posthoc comparisons, significantly more greater
gliders were found in low and moderate sites than in high severity sites (p<0.05) (Figure 4.4).
The mean number of greater gliders observed was highest in low severity fire sites, followed
by moderate and high severity sites (Figure 4.4).
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v

A

v
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v

Figure 4.4. The number of greater gliders observed within 40 m of the transect in different fire severity
classes: low (canopy unburnt), moderate (canopy partially scorched), and high (canopy consumed). Data
taken from raw counts at 30 transects visited on three separate occasions in Monga National Park, NSW.
Posthoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey HSD revealed significant differences between classes denoted by
capital letters (p<0.05). Box-plots represent data range by 25% quartiles, with the black horizontal line
showing the median, crosses showing mean number of greater gliders and grey dots showing outliers.
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4.3.3 Effect of fire severity on habitat hollows
The number of habitat hollows per transect differed significantly among fire severity classes
(F2,27= 4.0997, p<0.05). Overall, more habitat hollows were found in low fire severity sites
than in moderate and high sites (Figure 4.5). A posthoc Tukey HSD comparison confirmed
this, revealing a significant difference between low and moderate sites, however not between
low and high sites (Figure 4.5).

A
v
AB
B

Figure 4.5. The number of habitat hollows (> 15cm diameter) observed within 50 m of transects in different
fire severity classes: low (unburnt canopy), moderate (partial canopy scorch), and high (canopy
consumption). Counts come from 30 different transects, with 10 in each fire severity class, across Monga
National Park, NSW. Posthoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey HSD reveal significant differences
between classes denoted by capital letters (p<0.05). Box-plots represent data range in 25% quartiles, with
the black horizontal line showing the median and crosses showing mean number of habitat hollows.
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4.4 Discussion
Distance sampling was used to produce preliminary estimates of greater glider density across
surveyed sites in MNP, with differences in detectability and density identified between fire
severity classes. Fire severity was found to have a significant effect on the number of greater
gliders observed using direct counts. Additionally, fire severity class was also linked to the
number of habitat hollows available.
Distance sampling revealed a global density estimate of 0.43 ha-1 (95% CI 0.256-0.718 ha-1)
greater gliders across MNP, based on differences in fire severity classes. In other open
eucalypt forests, greater glider density has been found to range from <0.05 ha-1 in highly
disturbed sites in the Blue Mountains (Smith and Smith 2019), to >4 ha-1 in north-eastern
Victoria (Nelson et al. 2018). The only studies encountered using distance sample for
estimating greater glider density were Kavanagh (1984) and Emerson et al. (2019). Both
studies were conducted within NSW open eucalypt forests with Kavanagh (1984) estimating
densities at 0.3-1.2 ha-1 in wet eucalypt forests. More recently, Emerson et al. (2019) used the
method to estimate densities of 1.36 ha-1 (95% CI 1.07-1.72) in north-eastern NSW. Global
estimates estimated here suggest a low-density greater glider population from MNP, with
requirements for a high-density population classified as being more than 10 sightings per
kilometre of transect or > 2 ha-1 (Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water,
Population, and Communities 2011). The low-density of greater gliders found at MNP is
characteristic of the whole park with all fire severity classes producing density estimates < 2
ha-1 (Table 4.1). Similar low-density populations have been recorded throughout the
Eurobodalla Local Government Area, which encompasses the eastern side of MNP,
classifying the greater glider population as endangered (Gaia Research 2006). The relative
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low-density of greater gliders in MNP, even within unburnt sites, is concerning when
considering their long-term population viability in the area.
For fire severity classes, distance sampling analysis showed differences in greater glider
density and detectability (Table 4.1). Densities were higher in sites where canopy was
unburnt/partially scorched (low/moderate sites) than in areas where canopy was consumed
(high sites), exhibiting close to zero greater gliders ha-1 (Table 4.1). Detectability was at its
highest for each fire severity class within 40 m of the transect. This finding is similar to
Emerson et al. (2019) who had an 80% detection probability for greater gliders up to a
distance of 40 m. Detectability was greatest for high fire severity sites likely due to the
overall reduction in vegetation strata complexity and canopy cover immediately after wildfire
allowing for detections at greater distances (Catling et al. 2001).
Analysis of direct greater glider counts revealed a significant effect of fire severity. As
expected, greater glider counts declined with increased fire severity, with high severity sites
producing significantly lower numbers of gliders. This finding is likely due to high levels of
mortality associated with largescale wildfires from either direct mortality through lethal
heating, or mortality from a mass reduction in food resources (eucalyptus foliage)
immediately after the fire (Lindenmayer et al. 2013). Mortality was likely to occur at a lesser
extent within moderate sites with gliders potentially fleeing to lower severity refuge sites
(Banks et al. 2011), that occur in moist gullies known to support fauna during and after
wildfires (Catling 1991). Greater gliders occurred in significantly lower numbers in high
severity sites, indicating post-fire habitat use and potentially high rates of mortality in these
areas due to the 2019-2020 wildfires.
The spatial trends in greater glider densities are evident through density mapping (Figure
4.3). The spatial characteristics of the highest density site, BTC16 (Dasyurus Picnic Area)
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(1.73 ha-1 SE ± 0.8), is clear evidence of refuge usage during high severity wildfires. This site
was an isolated habitat of low burn severity, surrounded by high severity burns, representing
the typical landscape characteristics of fire refuges used by greater gliders (Chia et al. 2015).
Given this, the sites high density may be a miss representation of pre-fire conditions as there
has likely been an influx of individuals into the site from the surrounding landscape (Chia et
al. 2016). The heterogeneity in fire severity around sites also tends to be associated with
increased greater glider density, with sites that experience landscape scale high severity
wildfire all producing density estimates of zero (Figure 4.3). These spatial trends highlight
the importance of landscape context in accounting for greater glider populations after wildfire
(Lindenmayer et al. 2013; Chia et al. 2015).
Greater gliders were only observed at one high severity site (BTC37), where a total of seven
gliders were recorded. Although the site experienced complete canopy consumption, all other
factors of the site were preferable for greater gliders. For instance, the site was within an oldgrowth forest patch with numerous habitat hollows available which is typically associated
with high greater glider densities (Lindenmayer et al. 1990). Additionally, the site was also
surrounded by low severity fire refuges. Given greater gliders small home ranges (1-3 ha) and
slow dispersal (Kavanagh and Wheeler 2004), the two most likely explanations is that greater
gliders either survived the initial fire by seeking shelter in hollows, or that individuals
survived by fleeing to nearby refuges and have since returned to the area in search of suitable
habitat and food resources (Lindenmayer et al. 2013). Greater gliders could behave similarly
to the radio tracked mountain brushtail possums studied by Banks et al. (2011) in post-fire
habitats. They found that the short-term response was to seek refuge in unburnt sites, with
some individuals returning to burnt sites after the fire. Interestingly however, Banks et al.
(2011) concluded that the 80% reduction in den sites in burnt areas was the cause of lower
rates of habitat use.
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In the current study, on average, more hollows were found in low fire severity sites. Although
low severity sites were found in all topographic areas, gully, mid-slope, and ridgetops, the
highest habitat hollow counts came from sites in gullies. Gullies, which are typically wetter
than other topographic regions, are likely to have lower fire frequency and severity than other
areas (Chia et al. 2015). Gullies have also been identified as areas where old-growth forests
are likely to occur due to higher rates of forest growth (Mackey et al. 2002). Lindenmayer et
al. (2016a) similarly found a positive correlation between HBT abundances and topographic
wetness, with highest HBT densities in unburnt gullies. Surprisingly at first, habitat hollow
densities were lower in moderate sites than in low and high sites. This could link to
Lindenmayer et al. (2016a) who made a comparison on the number of HBT in different fire
severity classes finding the lowest densities, and the highest proportion of collapsed HBT, in
moderate fire severity sites. Furthermore, moderate severity fires have been found to
selectively burn dead HBT at a greater rate than other severities due to these trees being more
flammable (Flanagan-Moodie et al. 2018). Whereas high severity fires can act to form
hollows from fire scarring and killing old growth trees, increasing rates of decay and hollow
formation (Lindenmayer et al. 2016a).
Hollows are a fundamental habitat parameter for greater gliders, being positively correlated
to increased glider densities (Lindenmayer et al. 1990; Comport et al. 1996; Lindenmayer et
al. 2020; Vinson et al. 2020a). Used for nesting sites and shelter, hollows have ecological
significance in greater gliders life cycles (Goldingay 2012). Given the high-density of habitat
hollows in low fire severity sites, it is unsurprising that high densities of greater gliders were
encountered within these sites. What was surprising however, was the relative high-density of
gliders in moderate sites which had the lowest density of habitat hollows, having being found
to be areas of increased rates of HBT collapse in the past (Lindenmayer et al. 2016a).
Hollow-limiting environments are typically associated with low greater glider population
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density (Smith et al. 2007). The relatively high-density recorded in moderate sites indicate a
level of resilience in greater gliders to moderate fire severity and habitat use, even within
hollow-limiting environments. In most cases, moderate sites occurred in patches surrounded
by either of the other two severity classes (Figure 2.2; Figure 4.3). The spatial characteristics
of the sites that experienced moderate fire severity indicate that the high number of
observations could be a spill-over effect of greater gliders dispersing from neighbouring low
fire severity habitat refuges (Berry et al. 2015a). A reason for this dispersion could be a larger
quantity of palatable eucalyptus epicormic regrowth observed within moderate sites
compared with low severity sites, leading to food resource driven dispersion (Banks et al.
2013). Another cause could be due to social interactions and a tendency for male greater
gliders to avoid home range overlaps and high population densities (Pope et al. 2005). These
results show interesting habitat use in areas affected by moderate fire severity a year prior,
highlighting the importance of these areas even when suitable habitat hollows are limiting.
Regarding distance sampling, there was deviation from the 100% detectability at 0 m distance
assumption in both low and moderate fire severity sites. This deviation is mentioned by Paul
and Elscot (2010) in distance sampling based western ringtail possum (Pseudocheirus
occidentalis) surveys as a potential source of estimation error. The issue is further discussed
by Emerson et al. (2019) as resulting from either surveying biases, failing to detect an animal
available for detection, or from detectability biases, whereby detection is obscured by
vegetation. The latter is likely the case, as in this study searches along the transect line were
thorough, with detections along the transect line obscured due to the higher levels of strata
complexity and canopy cover found within low and moderately burnt sites (Catling et al.
2001). The low number of observations at high severity sites also violated distance sampling
assumptions (Buckland et al. 2001). Detections were still being made up to 68 m, indicating
high detectability within these sites. This also suggests that despite increased variance the
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density estimation still provides insight into population sizes. Despite violation of these
assumptions, distance sampling was used to estimate density instead of using a strip-width as
meaningful observations were still being made up to the truncation distance which would
otherwise be removed. Furthermore, the detection function accounted for the lower chance of
detecting animals at greater distances (Buckland et al. 2001).

4.4.1 Conclusions
Distance sampling successfully produced density estimates of greater gliders across MNP.
Using the method, a low-density population of greater gliders in MNP was identified. This
population was affected by the recent 2019-2020 wildfires, leading to concerning densities
estimated within different fire severity classes. Due to low-densities, the population can be
considered at-risk from future disturbances (Smith and Smith 2019). Future research
suggestions include surveying greater glider populations within the neighbouring Budawang
National Park, which is separated from MNP by the Kings Highway, to determine whether
road crossing structures could increase population viability and connectivity (Taylor and
Goldingay 2009; Vinson et al. 2020a). The consequences of this study are baseline estimates
of greater glider density in MNP whilst highlighting the effect fire has on densities of both
greater gliders, and essential habitat hollows.
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Chapter 5
5.1 General discussion
Distance sampling and occupancy modelling provided baseline data regarding the distribution
of arboreal mammals across MNP and produced density estimates of a vulnerable population
of greater gliders. Fire severity, in general, influenced the occupancy of arboreal mammals
and the density of greater gliders. High severity fires resulted in very low occupancy and
density estimates for greater gliders nine months after wildfire. This suggests that there has
potentially been high mortality of greater gliders and a lack of recolonisation in high severity
fire sites. The widespread distribution of greater gliders across MNP shows that the area
provides extensive suitable habitat for the species, however, the low population densities,
even within low severity fire sites, indicate that this greater glider population may have
already had low density estimates before the wildfire, and consequently were further stressed
during the recent 2019-2020 wildfire.
An interesting trend is evident at moderate fire severity sites for greater gliders. Through the
use of occupancy models, it is evident that greater gliders are more likely to occupy a site
that has experienced a moderate rather than low severity fire, albeit in lower densities. This
highlights two clear trends in the response of greater gliders after wildfire. Firstly, greater
gliders will occur in high densities in preferable low severity sites, and these sites are also
typically associated with the highest availability of habitat hollows. These sites are refuges,
utilised by greater gliders, and other arboreal mammals, across a landscape to avoid the direct
fire path (Berry et al. 2015a). Secondly, and perhaps more surprisingly, is that greater gliders
show a habitat preference to moderate fire severity sites even when hollows are limited.
Greater glider populations in these sites have likely experienced moderate levels of mortality
and fleeing from these areas during wildfire events, evidenced through a comparison of
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densities between low and moderate sites. The high levels of occupancy in these sites,
however, indicate that greater gliders have returned at lower densities, and with limited
habitat hollows, most likely for food resources, related to epicormic sprouting of eucalypts
(Smith and Smith 2020).
This study also highlighted the relative importance of fire severity in determining occupancy
between species. For instance, fire severity was a significant determinant of greater glider
occupancy, however had a negligible effect on brushtail possums. Given this, greater gliders
are found to be a species sensitive to high severity fires. This fits well with the literature, as
high severity fires have been found to result in long-term absences of hollow dependent
species (Andrew et al. 2014), with populations being found in greater abundances in unburnt,
to low fire severity refuges (Chia et al. 2015). Brushtail possums, however, are found to be
resilient to fire severity. This is likely due to their high mobility, being able to escape the
immediate threat of the fire as it approaches (Banks et al. 2011), and quickly recolonise burnt
areas due to a generalist diet and opportunistic behaviours (Berry et al. 2017).

5.2 Study limitations
A limitation of this study is the relatively small sample size. The number of sites used for this
study allowed for simple occupancy analysis and adequate distance sampling estimates.
However, a larger sample size would incorporate a greater range in site covariates allowing
for more complex occupancy analysis. These more complex occupancy models can
incorporate interaction terms and two-factor covariate effects, in doing so, a more
sophisticated estimate of occupancy could be possible. Increasing the sample size through,
increasing the number of transects within sites, as well as the overall number of sites, will
improve future analysis. The coverage of MNP by sites surveyed is also a limitation of this
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study. The sites surveyed in this thesis were all located in northern MNP with no sites in the
southern section of the park. Extrapolating density estimates from north MNP to the entire
park is not advised as the southern area could have substantially different greater glider
densities. Global density estimates therefore should be based on populations in northern
MNP. The reason for the lack of surveyed sites in southern MNP was due to the rugged
terrain and the difficulty accessing the area because of the 2019/2020 wildfires resulting in
blocked fire trail access.
Increasing the number of study sites will also help overcome issues of collinearity and
confounding results by stratifying the study region from east to west. This is recommended as
there are clear differences in fire frequency and dominant tree species either side of the park.
Regarding occupancy modelling analysis, confounding became a major issue which
complicated analysis. Given fire frequency, vegetation type, and elevation were collinear,
separating the effects of these covariates was not entirely possible. Controlling for
collinearity will help determine which variable has the largest effect, however in this thesis
discerning the direct effect was not entirely possible.
The observational nature of this study was a limitation when inferring potential changes in
population size and occupancy. As no baseline estimates existed for arboreal mammals in
MNP prior to the 2019-2020 fire, inferring population changes is difficult. Additionally, low
severity sites cannot be treated as pre-fire conditions for analysis, therefore this study lacked
any baseline ‘control’ estimate. No unburnt sites were used for this study as the occurrence of
unburnt patches in the landscape were rare, with none found that extended a 250 m transect
line length. Given this, estimates from low severity sites should not be taken as proxies for
‘pre-fire’ populations, as fire still affected these sites. Despite these limitation, patterns can
still be inferred regarding the differences in densities and occupancy in fire severity classes.
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Another limitation was the extended periods of poor weather conditions during planned
arboreal mammal surveys and fieldwork. Arboreal mammal surveys were conducted in late
spring, this was chosen due to thesis time constraints, and a preferable period before warm
summer temperatures when arboreal mammals are known to be difficult to survey. The
stochastic nature of the weather in MNP led to an unexpected number of nights with fog and
rain. These conditions postponed spotlight surveys until preferable conditions prevailed,
hence creating time constraints which limited the number of sites that could be surveyed.

5.3 Future research
Future research at MNP should continue with arboreal mammal surveys at the same transects
surveyed in this thesis, to examine the effect of time since fire on the presence of arboreal
mammals. In doing so, multi-season occupancy models can be used to monitor temporal postfire recolonisation of greater gliders. It is recommended that these repeat visits occur in
autumn, as opposed to spring, to coincide with the time when juvenile greater gliders reach
maturity and leave denning sites. Also, increasing the number of sites surveyed is also
recommended as this will improve occupancy model performance and coverage of MNP. If
undertaken, this future work will provide the first account of continuous occupancy
modelling for greater gliders after wildfire.
Additional future research involves locating nearby populations to high greater glider density
sites. Surveying the neighbouring, high elevation, Budawang National Park to the north of
MNP will allow for an assessment of nearby populations and determine whether there is a
barrier to dispersal from the highway separating the two parks. This research will indicate
whether road-crossing structures (e.g., gliding poles for gliding possums; rope bridges for all
other possums) are required to assist dispersal between these two locations in an effort to
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increase population viability and successful conservation outcomes for greater gliders and
other possum species found there.

5.4 Conclusions
Monga National Park was identified as suitable habitat for a range of arboreal mammals,
including an at-risk population of greater gliders. The effect of fire severity has been found to
be a significant determinant on the population size and distribution of greater gliders across
MNP. This thesis has filled the gap in literature regarding current estimates of arboreal
mammal occupancy and greater glider density across MNP. This thesis also produced the first
account of greater glider densities, using the best survey method available in distance
sampling, at different levels of fire severity within a year since wildfire. The unprecedented
scale and severity of the 2019-2020 wildfire likely had detrimental effects on arboreal
mammal populations in MNP, future conservation management actions should aim at
protecting these at-risk populations. Potential increases in population viability through road
crossing structures between Budawang National Park and MNP should be considered to
facilitate dispersal of recovering populations.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Arboreal mammal observations at each site combining the two site transects and all
repeat visits. Different colours show each arboreal mammal species detected.
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Appendix 2: Greater glider density estimates by sites for density mapping. Density estimates
come from distance sampling analysis in DISTANCE v7.3 using a uniform key function with
cosine expansions and a truncation distance of 50 meters.

Density estimate (ha-1)
0
1.7333
1.0667
0.9333
0
0.4
0.8
0.4
0.06667
0.86
0
0
0
0
0.33

Site
BTC11
BTC16
BTC25
BTC40
P5
BTC06
BTC20
BTC21
CM29
P1
BTC13
BTC17
BTC24
BTC35
BTC37

Standard error
0
±0.8
±0.13
±0.67
±0
±0.36
±0.26
±0.26
±0.06667
±0.33
0
0
0
0
±0.2

Appendix 3: The number of habitat hollows counted within 50 m of the transect line at 15 sites across
Monga National Park, used to determine the effect of fire severity on habitat hollows. Sites are
characterised by different levels of fire severity, LOW, MODERATE, and HIGH.
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Appendix 4. All site covariates used in occupancy modelling analysis based on site transects.

Site
BTC11
BTC16
BTC25
BTC40
P5
BTC06
BTC20
BTC21
CM20
P1
BTC13
BTC17
BTC24
BTC35
BTC37

Transect

Fire
severity

Fires
since
1980

Elevation
(m)

Dominant
tree species

Slope
class

All
hollows

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

4
4
1
1
4
4
1
1
3
3
5
5
2
2
3
3
4
4
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
4
4
1
1

196.5
198.5
690.5
699.5
791.5
807.5
1011
1030.5
176.5
181.5
213.5
177.5
797
791.5
737
755.5
260.5
273.5
722.5
711
405
335.5
765.5
785
784
776.5
298.5
288
908.5
914

C. gummifera
C. gummifera
E. fastigata
E. fastigata
E. cypellocarpa
E. cypellocarpa
E. fraxinodes
E. fraxinodes
C. gummifera
C. gummifera
E. sieberi
E. sieberi
E. fastigata
E. fastigata
E. fastigata
E. fastigata
C. gummifera
C. gummifera
E. fastigata
E. fastigata
E. muelleriana
E. muelleriana
E. fastigata
E. fastigata
E. sieberi
E. sieberi
C. gummifera
C. gummifera
E. fastigata
E. fastigata

2
2
1
1
3
3
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
3
3
1
1
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2

16
17
12
26
31
29
28
28
11
19
8
15
16
24
4
5
15
11
16
21
14
21
12
7
5
0
14
13
27
27
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